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Simply Better.

 Selection  �  Knowledge  �  Parking  �  Accessibility  �  Experience

Store Hours: 9am - 9pm mon - thu � 9am - 10pm  fri - sat � closed sun

4005 Hillsboro Pike, Nashville, TN 37215
(next to trader joe’s) 

615.383.7660       GracesWine.com

In the Heart of Green Hills.

Store Hours: 9am - 9pmStore Hours: 9am - 9pm
 WINE & SPIRITS

Est. 2008

A True Masterpiece
                                By Architect Arthur Hills

A new private club that offers a core golf experience celebrating the 
traditional art of course design …. with no homes on the course.  

A challenging course nestled conveniently in the beautiful rolling hills of Franklin,
the Westhaven Golf Club is steeped in the great traditions of golf and a love of the game.  

Private memberships are still available. Contact Matt Magallanes at 615-778-3939.

W E S T H AV E N  G O L F  C L U B
2140 BOYD MILL PIKE

FRANKLIN, TENNESSEE 37064

WWW.GOLFWESTHAVEN.COM

WGC NashArtsHor3.indd   1 4/20/10   4:14:53 PM
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CENTENNIAL PARK 

FRIDAY, JUNE 18, 12 TO 7 P.M.

SATURDAY, JUNE 19, 10 A.M. TO 7 P.M.

SUNDAY, JUNE 20, 10 A.M. TO 6 P.M. 

01 

NUMBER FORTY

CENTENNIAL PARK  -  FREE ADMISSION  

FRIDAY, JUNE 18,  12 P.M. -7 P.M. • SATURDAY, JUNE 19,  10 A.M. - 7 P.M. • SUNDAY, JUNE 20,  10 A.M. - 6 P.M.

OUR FORTIETH FESTIVAL OF TEXTURES, TASTES, SHAPES AND SOUNDS • 165 ARTISANS

FROM 35 STATES OFFERING A MULTITUDE OF ORIGINAL HANDCRAFTS + FOOD, MUSIC, CHILDREN’S ART BOOTH

WWW.AMERICAN-ARTISAN.COM

WE DEDICATE THE FESTIVAL TO THE VISION AND LEGACY OF NANCY & ALAN SATURN

ALL CONTRIBUTIONS BENEFIT GILDA’S CLUB-NASHVILLE AND THE VANDERBILT INGRAM CANCER CENTER

CO-SPONSORED BY THE METROPOLITAN BOARD OF PARKS & RECREATION
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4304 Charlotte Avenue • Nashville, TN
lequiregallery.com

Bovine Dream by Maggie Rose
46” x 44”, Oil on Linen

Influences of White:
Paintings and Sculpture Inspired by a Color

through June 26th

White Shirt/Studio Sun by Maggie Rose
48” x 48”, Oil on Linen

260 W Main St., Hendersonville, TN 37075
(615) 826-9880

“Loveless Cafe” 20x24 Oil on Masonite

“Stone’s River National Battlefield” 16x20 Oil on Masonite

Visit us at www.allaboutartgallery.com

Exclusively available at All About Art Gallery

Featuring Tom Moore

at the Firefly Arts Festival
June 26-27, 2010 | 10am – 6pm

at The Renaissance Center in Dickson, TN

Go to www.fireflyartsfestival.com or 
call 615-440-0648 for more info

Imagination
takes flight

The Firefly Fine Arts Festival is the collaborative effort of 
Community Arts Development of Dickson County, The  
Renaissance Center, and the Tennessee Arts Commission.  

Admission is Free • Parking $3 per car

Spend a day at Firefly! Featuring over 70 world class artisans 
exhibiting in a beautiful outdoor setting. Enjoy Live music, 
Children’s Interactive Art and Play area, Sculpture Garden, 
and more, all steps away from the state of the art Renaissance 
Center in Dickson TN.

Over
22,000 sq. ft.
Showroom

65 South, Exit 69, Moores Lane (west), Mallory (turn right) Behind the Shell Gas Station

1690 MALLORY LANE • BRENTWOOD, TN 37027

Jeffery Fleetwood
State License #6375
www.NorthgateGallery.com

1690 Mallory Lane
Brentwood, TN 37027

615-221-4341

AUCTIONEERS OF FINE ANTIQUES
AND WORKS OF ART

David E. Patterson
State License #101

www.NorthgateAuctions.com

5520 Highway 153
Hixson, TN 37343
423-877-6114

ONE OF TENNESSEE ’ S OLDEST
AUCTION COMPANIES

Firm License #16

FOR THE SALE OF YOUR ESTATE
CONTACT AUCTIONEERS:

www.northgategallery.com • 615.221.4341

Northgate NashArts June10:Northgate NashArts June10  5/24/10  9:34 AM  Page 1
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Yes, it sure has been a long, hard climb . . . 

Someday, everything is gonna be smooth like a rhapsody 

When I paint my masterpiece

 -Bob Dylan [©1971 big sky music]

Every artist feels they have a masterpiece in them. 
They wait for it patiently, sing to the fates, buy drinks for the muse. 
They know it will come if they keep at it. Of course, while waiting, 
they will suffer—suffer like they’re lying on a bed of nails, walking 
barefoot over rose stems, dancing naked on an ice floe. To suffer 
is to embrace creativity. Part pain, part euphoria. Art is our drug. 
We don’t do it because we want to—we do it because we have to.

I, for one, welcome the bed of nails, the rose stems, the ice floe. 
At day’s end, when my head has made repeated contact with the 
wall above my computer, there is nothing like the rush of having 
just written the perfect sentence, found the ultimate word, 
discovered the rent in the cosmos where your thoughts squeeze 
through as words on the page.

I’m honored the wonderful folks at Nashville Arts Magazine 
have allowed me to write my thoughts. This magazine is simply 
awesome. Holding it in your hands is like running your fingers 
over the finest silk. Turning the pages, letting the colorful 
images float up to your eye is like consuming the best meal. On 
these pages are the fingerprints of devotion, evidence of those 
who have waited for that someday smooth like a rhapsody. 

Currie Alexander Powers

writer

on the cover:
Created by Stephen Haigh

www.stephenhaigh.com
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Transformations reality to Abstract

Rita J. Maggart, fine art photographer, and Dave Turner, artist and print maker, come together with a new exhibition called 
Transformations. Their concept is based on Maggart’s photographs taken at the Belle Meade United Methodist Church. Turner, who 
was inspired by their beauty, then brought to this process his skill and technique in digital art media, transforming different aspects 
of the images and creating a completely new presentation. 

Maggart said, “Each time he wove his magic over the realistic image, our 
excitement grew as we observed not only the creation of a beautiful abstract 
but also experienced a deeper meaning in our own art.” Exciting, textured, 
a real visual delight, this show not only reflects the artists’ collaborative 
process creating the series, but it also presents a multi-layered theme of 
transformation for viewers to interpret. 

www.digitaldave.com/transformations/abstractgallery

Connections gallery, Belle meade united methodist Church, 121 

Davidson road, nashville, tn 37205

12   |  June  2O1O   |   Nashville Arts Magazine

Spotlight

Nashville Arts is presented with an AIGA award 
AIGA (the Professional Association for Design) hosted the 4th Annual Tenn Show, a compe-
tition for Tennessee individuals and businesses working in design and visual communica-
tion arts. Attendees included AIGA members, creative professionals, and patrons of the arts. 
Mayor Karl Dean gave an inspiring presentation that recognized Mary Skinner, Tennessee 
State Museum, and Anne Brown, The Arts Company, for their advocacy and contributions 
to the Nashville arts community. The works, judged by AIGA, were all printed and produced 
between January 1, 2009, and December 31, 2009, and were evaluated for their design 
approach, including concept and visual elements such as typography, illustration, photog-
raphy, and information design. Jurors considered how well the works fulfilled their stated 
communications goals.  

AIGA received over 200 entries for the 2010 Tenn Show, 40 of which belonged to the Editorial 
Design category. The Nashville Arts team was honored to be presented with the Gold Award 
for Editorial Design in the State of Tennessee! Special kudos to our designer Jeff Stamper. Ph
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Vanderbilt Showcases five Centuries of Drawing
Five Centuries of Drawing, a selection of Old Master and Modern 
Drawings from the Vanderbilt University Fine Arts Gallery, 
explores both aspects of the medium in more than fifty draw-
ings by a wide range of European and North American artists. 
Beginning with late-Renaissance works by Giacomo Cavedone, 
Alessandro Turchi (called Orbetto), and Giovanni Guerra, the 
exhibition also features drawings—many on exhibit for the 
first time—by Jean-Joseph Bernard, Eugene Biel-Bienne, Isabel 
Bishop, and many more. 

Drawing has long played a central role in the practice of visual 
artists. While in some cases the act of drawing served as a means 
to solidify an artist’s ideas in preparation for paintings, sculp-
ture, and other works of art, drawings were in many instances 
distinct, independent artistic statements.

Curated by Joseph mella, director of the gallery, this exhi-

bition opens June 3 and runs through September 23, 2010. 

Admission is free and open to the public. the fine Arts gallery 

is located in Cohen memorial Hall, 1220 21st Avenue South, on 

the western edge of Peabody College campus. 

www.vanderbilt.edu/gallery

The Vegetable Vendor, 1896 by Cécile Chennevière, 
french, Pastel on paper

Sharon Rusch Shaver Exhibit 
at Square Space gallery June 11 to July 31 
Located on the town square of Gallatin, Square Space Gallery presents Middle 
Tennessee artist Sharon Rusch Shaver. This one-woman show features both 
urban and rural scenes from a decorated artist whose work has been featured 
in a range of national publications and venues including Southern Living and the 
Alabama Sports Hall of Fame. Shaver has been painting professionally since the 
1970s. Major pieces include a 100-square-foot mural for the United States Postal 
Service downtown office at the Frist Center for the Visual Arts and a commis-
sioned painting for the White House in Washington, D.C., which is a part of their 
permanent collection. The artist is never without a sketchpad in hand, and her 
realistic subjects capture such scenes as a kitchen counter with cut lemons ready 
to squeeze into a fruit juicer, or still-life renderings of floral porcelain teacups, 
saucers, and exotic butterflies.
for more information, call Square Space gallery at 615-403-1346 or visit 

www.squarespacegallery.net

Early Times Whisky 

searches for next artist to design commemorative bottle

For the past twenty-three years, the Early Times Mint Julep has proudly 
served as the Official Drink of the Kentucky Derby® with a commemorative 
artwork bottle released for the past twelve years. Early Times is now look-
ing for the next artist whose work will grace the 2011 Early Times Mint 
Julep bottle.
  
For eleven of the twelve commemorative bottles, the paintings of the inimi-
table Celeste Susany have graced the bottle. 2010 marks her final year with 
her masterwork entitled A Golden Moment featuring the field of contenders 
galloping along the back stretch while the twin spires stand majestically in 
the background.
  
With 2010 marking Susany’s final year of doing the artwork for the commem-
orative bottle, Early Times is giving consumers the opportunity to submit 
their own original artwork for the chance to be featured on the 2011 Kentucky 
Derby bottle. Consumers can log on to www.earlytimes.com/etmjartistsearch 
to submit their “What Derby Means to Me” artwork, as well as to see official 
rules and contest details. The winner will win a VIP trip for two to the 2011 
Kentucky Derby, $5000 in cash, along with having their artwork featured on 
the 2011 Early Times Mint Julep bottle.
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Cummins Station
by appointment
615-255-3255

www.margaretellisjewelry.com

During the months of 
May and June we are 
donating 10% of all our 
studio and webstore 
s a l e s t o T h e 
C o m m u n i t y 
Foundation ʼs Metro 
Nashville Disaster 
Response Fund.

Icon Series #3
Anna Hudson
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Coco Chanel
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We Are Nashville

Guitars from the Flood 
This photograph taken by Jim Maguire shows a part 
of the SoundCheck facility in downtown Nashville that 
was devastated by the recent flood. Countless guitars 
were damaged beyond repair as was sound, lighting, 
and stage equipment belonging to local musicians. 
Many of these musicians, like the rest of us, did not 
have flood insurance and are now struggling to replace 
their instruments and the tools of their trade. In 
response to this tragedy ReTune Nashville, a non-
profit organization, has been formed to turn many 
of these damaged instruments into works of art that 
can be auctioned off in fund-raising efforts. Funds 
raised will directly benefit working musicians through 
Music Cares Nashville Flood Relief and the Nashville 
Musicians Association Flood Relief Fund. ReTune 
Nashville is seeking volunteers, sponsorships, and 
partnerships to help with this effort. 

Contact Sheri oneal at retunenashville.org.

New Look . . . New Art
After a two-month-long renovation with plenty of noise, dust, and 
disruption Bennett Galleries reopened to an enthusiastic reception from 
clients both old and new. Coinciding with the new look was the open-
ing of New Faces, an exhibit with artists Mark Rixon Cerny, Kathryn 
Fortson, Jackie Berkley, John and Lynn Whipple, and John Brown Art.
 
Bennett Galleries, established in 1976, participates in the Art after 
Hours event the first Thursday of each month, 5–8 p.m. There are 
several planned openings at the gallery this year featuring artists new 
to the Nashville art scene. 

Bennett galleries is located at 2104 Crestmoor road, nashville, tn, 

37215. Bennettgalleriesnashville.com. 615-297-3201.

Paul Harmon’s Crossing Borders 

This 360-page book is an exquisite monograph on the paintings of Nashville 
native Paul Harmon, an internationally exhibited artist. Inside its glossy pages 
are 526 paintings luxuriously printed in full color, with 124 ancillary photo-
graphs and art images from the years 1961–2009. 

Crossing Borders includes an extensive art biography and a section of review, 
interview and lecture excerpts, quotes and correspondence that provide the 
reader with an illuminating insight into the work and life of the artist. 

Crossing Borders is available at Zeitgeist gallery, 615-256-4805, and will 

soon be available at all major bookstores and Amazon.com.

LeQuire Gallery Presents Work by Hm Saffer

Even the folks at LeQuire Gallery don’t know what the initials HM stand 
for after three years of correspondence (since 2008). That’s when negotia-
tions between gallery and artist started. Both parties knew they were a 
good fit for each other; it was just a matter of timing. Finally, after three 
expansions in less than one year, LeQuire Gallery had the space and felt 
the spring 2010 season was the right time to introduce HM Saffer to 
Nashville. (LeQuire expanded Charlotte Avenue in summer 2009, nearly 
doubling that space; opened a new space at the Arcade in August 2009 to 
participate in the Downtown Art Crawl, and recently opened at The Mall 
at Green Hills, May 2010.)

Primarily known for showcasing figurative work, LeQuire Gallery seeks out differentiating factors when looking at landscape painters. 
They found just that in HM Saffer, whose colorful pointillist style makes his landscapes unique.

HM Saffer began his art career studying at L’Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris, France. He later studied the art of Japanese brush painting, 
called Sumi-e, with Japanese masters. While in Japan, HM Saffer adapted his Sumi-e techniques by applying Western styles of paint-
ing. Saffer reentered the United States in 1994 and took residence in Upstate New York. His style of painting shifted from exclusively 
works on paper to include oils. He began melding his Oriental influences with his Western styles in order to create new and different 
paths towards interpersonal visual expression, and his current works are a reflection of this mélange.  

Works of oil on canvas and panel by Hm Saffer are on view at both leQuire gallery locations. green Hills hours are monday–

Saturday 10 a.m.–9 p.m., Sunday 12–6 p.m. Charlotte Avenue is open tuesday–Saturday 10 a.m.–3 p.m.  www.lequiregallery.com

Spotlight
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Renaissance Center presents
The Aesthetic Beauty of Platonic Aberrations

The Renaissance Center located in Dickson, Tennessee, presents an exhibition featuring 
Derek Coté’s sculpture-based installation The Aesthetic Beauty of Platonic Aberrations. The 
exhibit is free and runs through July 3, 2010. 
Derek  Coté has exhibited nationally and internationally and currently teaches at Watkins 
College of Art & Design. Coté’s installations incorporate a geodesic dome, a paper tent, a 
gilded woodpile, and a lighting element to throw shadows, all of which allow viewers to create 
their own narrative as they wander through the space.
the renaissance Center is an arts and technology education and performing arts center located 

at 855 Highway 46 South, Dickson, tn 37055. for more information visit http://www.rcenter.org/

And the Band Played On…
Like many homes and businesses, Schermerhorn Symphony Center was significantly affected by the flooding 
that took place across Middle Tennessee in early May. While our facility is currently undergoing repairs, we 
have no plans to slow down. After everything our community has experienced, we feel that it’s more important 
than ever to make sure that we deliver great music to the Nashville community. So we’ve moved swiftly to 
relocate our upcoming concerts to alternative venues, and in the coming weeks and months we will provide 
regular updates about what’s happening with the Nashville Symphony and Schermerhorn Symphony Center. 
Thank you for your support and your patronage. We look forward to seeing you at an upcoming concert, and 
soon enough we’ll look forward to seeing you back at Schermerhorn Symphony Center!  

 Alan D. Valentine, President & CEO

Romance of the Horse
opens at the tennessee State museum on June 17

An exhibition which illustrates the close relationship between Tennesseans and 
horses, spanning more than 200 years, opens at the Tennessee State Museum 
on June 17, 2010. Much of the artwork included in the exhibit is on loan from 
area private collections and offers visitors the rare opportunity to view the 
work of Pablo Picasso, Salvador Dali, Gilbert Gaul, and Tennessee artists Joseph 
Sulkowski, Janelle Maher and Rachael McCampbell, as well as works by many 
other artists. Romance of the Horse also showcases artwork from the collection of 
the State Museum and Belle Meade Plantation.         
Romance of the Horse continues through August 22, 2010. there is no 

admission charge. for more information, visit www.tnmuseum.org.

Spotlight

June 24 Vince Gill
July 1 Ricky SkaGGS & kentucky thundeR
July 8 the GRaScalS with J.d. crowe & the new South

July 15 dailey & Vincent with the Quebe Sisters Band

July 22 eaRl ScRuGGS with Sarah Jarosz

July 29 the del MccouRy Band with Steep canyon Rangers

TICKETSONLY
$26!

TICKETSONLY
$26!

For tickets call 458-BlUe, visit the ryman or opry Box oFFice, 
contact any                    oUtlet, or go to ryman.com

BlueGRaSS PaSSeS aVailaBle – all 6 ShowS FoR JuSt $135!

In Stanford Square at 4231 Harding Road
Monday through Saturday 10 to 6

615-385-4290

w w w . J e w e l r y A t e l i e r . c o m

where jewelry is art
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May 10-15, 2011

September 21-26, 2010

in partnership with 

September 21-26, 2010
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The Tony-Winning BesT Musical
®

March 22-27, 2011

January 25-30, 2011

National
Tour Premiering

at TPAC!

November 16-21, 2010November 16-21, 2010November 16-21, 2010November 16-21, 2010November 16-21, 2010November 16-21, 2010

presented 
by

November 16-21, 2010November 16-21, 2010

presentedpresentedpresentedpresented
by

October 26-31, 2010

presented bypresented by

2010-11 HCA/TriStar  
Broadway at TPAC Season  

is sponsored in part by:

See all six shows for less than $150!
www.tpac.org/broadway 

615-782-6560  
or 1-800-410-4216 (Monday-Friday, 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.) 

TPAC Box Office  
(Downtown or at Davis-Kidd Booksellers in The Mall at Green Hills) 

Please note that some of these shows contain adult language and content. Young Frankenstein  
contains mature subject matter. As always, we encourage you to contact TPAC directly for more specifics.  

Artists, schedules and show titles are subject to change. 

Rug Expressions
Buy – Sell – Trade – Repair – Wash

Direct Importer of Antique 
& Decorative Rugs

4113 Hillsboro Rd.

rugexpressions@comcast.net

(615)866-9686

New LocatioN iN GreeN HiLLs!

American Artisan Festival
June 18–20 
For many Nashville residents, attending the American Artisan 
Festival has become a time-honored family tradition. This year’s 
festival features 165 exhibitors from 35 states. Each artist has 

been selected for excellence within their 
medium including jewelry, pottery, wood, 
blown glass, photography, clothing, metal, 
outdoor furniture, toys, candles, batiks, 
handmade paper, leather, hats, and more. 
There is amazing artistry this year and 
something for everyone.
With the unfortunate recent passing of the 
festival founder, Nancy Saturn, there has 
been a seamless transition as daughter, 
Samantha Saturn, along with the Artisan 
team carry on the tradition of bringing top 
artisans from across the country, music 
performances, and children’s activities, all 
free of charge.  Samantha Saturn recently 
shared with Nashville Arts what her experi-
ence has been, carrying on the vision and 
legacy created by her mother.
“This is the fortieth year of the festival, and 
it’s a big year and celebration. I spoke at 
great lengths with my mom about the fair 
she so loved sharing with Nashville. There 
are many aspects of it that feel good to be 
able to carry forward. One of the primary 
things is that it’s a very special event for 
Father’s Day. It’s a great opportunity for 
families to come together—it’s always been 
about families. It’s been about the family of 
artists too. Many of the artists have been 
coming year after year, and in some cases 
they’ve been returning for over twenty 
years. We love that so many of our artists 
have become part of our family too.

“For me, it feels like I’m enveloped in the 
spirit of my mother and my father, who 
together really built this festival. They 
nurtured every artist and worked closely 
with the park to make it what it is today. 
 
“I know what their wishes would be, and I 
know that my mom would be very proud 
to know the Festival is happening, and in 
a way that is carrying forward her vision. 
It feels great to be able to celebrate the 

history of the festival in terms of what my mom built and at the 
same time extend that underlying vision to include new artists 
and ideas in ways that I know she would be so proud.

“We’re looking for the highest quality of American contempo-
rary handcrafts at the American Artisan Festival. This is a testa-
ment to artists creating beautiful pieces in each category, and we 
want to showcase the finest work from wearable art to pottery 
to furniture.

“I think the appreciation for the arts in Nashville has always been 
strong and true, and people have sophisticated taste as well. So 
to have the opportunity to bring quality artists and crafts to 
Nashville through this festival is, for me, really exciting.” 

On May 24, Nancy Saturn was recognized with a Human 
Relations Award at the 39th Annual Community Nashville 
Award Dinner.

the 40th Annual American Artisan festival is located at 

Centennial Park, 301 25th Ave. north, nashville, tn 37203, also 

home to the Parthenon. the show is always free to the public and 

occurs each year during father’s Day weekend. 2010 festival 

Hours: friday June 18 from 12 p.m.–7 p.m.; Saturday June 19 

from 10 a.m.–7 p.m.; Sunday June 20 from 10 a.m.–6 p.m. for 

more information visit http://www.american-artisan.com

nancy & Samantha Saturn

Spotlight
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In honor of the fabulous couture exhibit at the Frist, 
we here at Nashville Arts decided to have our own fashion 

show. So we contacted three of Nashville’s brightest young 
artists, Emily Leonard, Donny Smutz, and John Jackson, and 
took them shopping. We visited Levy’s, The Cotton Mill, Billy 
Reid, Posh, and H. Audrey and let our artists choose their own 
outfits that best fit their creative personalities. 

Behind the lens was celebrated fashion photographer Cameron 
Neilson who worked closely with our own Katie Sulkowski to 
create these memorable images. On hand for hair and makeup 
was Nashville stylist Mizzie Logan.

Emily Leonard chose The Cotton Mill and H. Audrey for her 
outfits and looked particularly glamorous in everything she tried 
on, though we suspect she would look fabulous in just about 
anything. Interestingly, two of the dresses she chose were also 
top fashion picks in Vogue’s “Ten Best Dressed” and Us Weekly’s 
“Who Wore It Best.”   

Donny Smutz, known for his avant-garde surrealist paintings, 
found his “look” at Posh, in the Hill Center, and at Billy Reid. 

John Jackson headed straight for Levy’s where Adrienne 
Scarbrough, store manager and stylist, helped him create the 
self-image he had in mind with the latest fashions from Hugo 
Boss, Ermenegildo Zegna, and Nudie Jeans Co. 

For our location, we chose East Nashville and are grateful for the 
hospitality we received there. Thank you so much Bongo Java for 
putting up with us and our makeshift dressing room.

A special thank you to: Mizzie Logan and Adrienne Scarbrough 
for their contributions to this fashion shoot, and to our friends 
at Billy Reid, H. Audrey, The Cotton Mill, Levy’s, and Posh for 
providing such wonderful clothes.

Art Couture
photography by Cameron Neilson

Emily leonard
Crochet macramé mini Dress with metallic thread, 

Beading and ring Detail by Diane von furstenberg, 
$645, from the Cotton mill.
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left: John Jackson wearing grey 
Stripe “Sweet Sharp” Suit with ticket 
Pocket by Hugo Boss, $795; White 
trim fit Dress Shirt by Ike Behar, 
$175; Black Silk Pocket Square by 
Dion, $48.50; Black 35mm Italian 
Bulgaro Calf Belt by torino, $115; 
Black Silk tie with grey Polka Dot 
by Ermenegildo Zegna, $170; all 
from levy’s.

“ Fashion is something that goes in 
one year and out the other.” – Unknown.

below: Donny Smutz wearing John t 
lilac and White Stripe Shirt, $165; 
Skinny tie, red with Blue Paisley, 
$95; Walton Box Pleat Jacket, $650; 
foster vest, Black nailhead $245; 
leighton Black linen nailhead Suit, 
$275; Brown leather Driving Shoes, 
$325; all from Billy reid.

above: John Jackson wearing Black & White Herringbone linen Sport Coat by Hugo 
Boss, $495; “Saturday night” grey Check Shirt by 7 Diamonds, $125; Herringbone 
Sartori vest, $125; Belt by Bill lavin, $80; Black “Stone” Denim by Alberto, $225; all 
from levy’s.

Emily leonard wearing roses and Stripes Dress by Alice & olivia, $440, from the 
Cotton mill.

Donny Smutz wearing long Sleeve Cotton Crew Shirt by generra, $110; Driver’s 
Cap by Delux, $28; two Pocket Black Sheen Blazer by Paul la fontaine, $319; Pin 
Stripe Pant by Dolce & gabbana, on sale for $68; men’s Shoes by Pf flyer, $96; all 
from Posh in the Hill Center.

above: Emily leonard wearing Ivory Silk Jacquard 
gown by nicole miller, on sale for $655; leather 
leopard Belt by B-low the Belt, $159; all from the 
Cotton mill.

Donny Smutz wearing Washed linen Blend Barek-W Jacket 
by Hugo Boss, $295; men’s Pants by Hugo Boss, $175; all 
from Posh in the Hill Center.

“ Clothes make the man. Naked people 
have little or no influence on society.”  – Mark Twain
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above: Emily leonard wearing Soft Jersey fabric mallie Dress by A.l.C., 
$688, from H. Audrey.

John Jackson wearing “Barracuda” Paint-Distressed 
Denim by Prps, $416; Soft White Cotton Shirt with Blue 
floral Pattern by Armani Collezioni, $335; Soft navy 
Shadow-stripe Jacket with Peak lapel by mcgregor, 
$295; all from levy’s.

Donny Smutz wearing White linen Shirt by Hugo Boss, $145, 
from Posh in the Hill Center.

Emily leonard wearing Black march Suede trim leggings by 
rag & Bone, $478; linen Swing Pocket tank with Satin trim 
by malene Birger, $198; Brown fringe leather vest by grai, 
$898; all from H. Audrey.

John Jackson wearing grey over-washed Plaid Jacket by 
mcgregor, $295; grey Heather Stripe v-neck tee by Converse 
John varvatos, $65; “Slacker Jack” Denim by nudie Jeans 
Co., $249; Shades of grey viscose Scarf by Sand, $110; all 
from levy’s.

follow us on                  @ ron york art

& check out our Memphis location at
Market Central  2215 Central Avenue

The Belle Meade Shoppes | 5133 Harding Road

The Green Hills Antique Mall | 4108 Hillsboro Road

Hanging Around, Inc. | 1506 8th Avenue South

Laurie Samuels, Cherry Picking  mixed media/canvas  24x24

Lassie McDonald Crowder, Arbor with Flowers, Capri  oil/canvas  16x20

Mike Saunders, “Moo”nopoly  watercolor 11 1/2 x 14 1/2

YORK & Friends
fine art

FeATuReD ARTISTS
June 1 - JuLy 31

FABU

Flood Liquidation 
Sale

up to 90% off your 

favorite designers
including shoes, handbags, clothing & jewelry

**brand new Items added weekly all month long as we 

renovate the store

(we will stay open during renovations)

JAMIE

4317 Harding Road   615-292-4188
jamie-nashville.com

up to 90% off 

your favorite designers
including shoes, handbags, clothing & jewelry

**brand new items added weekly
all month long as we renovate the store
(we will stay open during renovations)

Flood Liquidation
Sale

4317 Harding Road   615-292-4188
jamie-nashville.com
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the south’s
finest selection 

of antiques
and oriental 

rugs.

b r a d f o r d s i n t e r i o r s . c o m
4 1 0 0  H i l l s b o r o  r o a d  n  2 9 7 - 3 5 4 1

m o n d ay- f r i d ay  9 - 5 : 3 0  n  s at u r d ay  1 0 - 5 : 3 0

TWO LIVE COUNTRY
MUSIC SHOWS

Come celebrate 25 years on Nashville’s 300-foot iconic paddlewheel riverboat as you take a 
musical journey with us on midday and evening cruises.   

CELEBRATING 25 YEARS OF CRUISING THE CUMBERLAND.

615-458-3900  |   www.GeneralJackson.com

Tulips a Limited Edition 24x36
      Creative Art & Design
           johncranshaw.net
             615-512-4852

Celebrating American Artists
Extraordinary jewelry • Fantastic gifts • Incredible art

JEWELRY • POTTERY • SCULPTURE
GLASS • ART • UNIQUE GIFTS 

Artist:  Rhonda Polen Wernick  Oil on wrapped canvas & wood 
with texture, cut glass & swarovski crystals 24” x 23”

Mon-Thurs 10 - 6, 
Fri 10-5, Sat 10-4  
5133 Harding Pike

near the Hwy 70 & 100 split

(615) 352-5562
www.jestersart.com

f o r  m o r e  i n f o r m a t i o n  c a l l  6 1 5 . 3 7 6 . 6 0 1 0

o r  v i s i t  w w w. We G r o w H a i r. c o m

3 7 6 - 6 0 1 0
•  a f f o r d a b l e   •  g u a r a n t e e d  r e s u l t s

•  m i n o r  m e d i c a l  p r o c e d u r e
•  f a s t  r e c o v e r y

we  g r ow  b r ow s , t o o .

f o r  m o r e  i n f o r m a t i o n  c a l l  6 1 5 . 3 7 6 . 6 0 1 0

o r  v i s i t  w w w. We G r o w H a i r. c o m

3 7 6 - 6 0 1 0
•  a f f o r d a b l e   •  g u a r a n t e e d  r e s u l t s

•  m i n o r  m e d i c a l  p r o c e d u r e
•  f a s t  r e c o v e r y

we  g r ow  b r ow s , t o o .we grow brows, too.

376-6010
• affordable

• fast recovery
• guaranteed results

• minor medical procedure

for more information call 615.376.6010
or visit www.WeGrowHair.com

THE NASHVILLE HUMANE ASSOCIATION has a wide variety of 
healthy and temperamentally sound dogs and cats that 
are in desperate need of loving homes. Maybe even yours. 
A pet can change everything.

615.352.1010 • www.nashvillehumane.org
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Upon entering a 
condominium in a 
Nashville suburb, one 

steps into the world of a French 
count, replete with elegant 
Aubusson tapestries, Louis XVI 
furnishings, and miles of Baroque 
paintings. A Borzoi greets visitors 
in a foyer steeped in the unmis-
takable patina of aristocracy 
before a nattily dressed gentle-
man welcomes his guests into his 
studio. Like a spider weaving his 
prey into a web of oils, Bernard 
de Clavière begins his artistic 
dialogue, stopping at one painting 
and then another, commenting, 
remembering, gesticulating, and 
pointing out shadow and texture, 
and doing it all with a decidedly 
European flair.

Born in Lyon, France, the artist 
summered in the countryside of 
the Chateau de Noailles in the 
Limousin region, where he was 
surrounded by his mother, his 
cousins, and all types of animals. 
It was a German-occupied France, 
however, where all the cars had 
been commandeered, and the only 
way to get to town was by horse 

and buggy. A nine-year-old de 
Clavière had his eye on that horse 
and asked the farm manager to 
bring the animal to a nearby tree, 
where the fearless boy jumped 
from a branch and mounted the 
horse without a saddle while 
putting a homemade bit in its 
mouth. “He was born to ride,” 
observers noted. And aided by a 
few years of training with master 
instructor Monsieur Charpentier, 
de Clavière’s love affair with the 
horse was in full gallop.
 
As a self-described man of many 
disciplines, de Clavière couldn’t 
decide between a career in 
the army like his grandfather, 
jumping and showing horses, 
fencing, or solving public rela-
tions problems. He chose the 
latter and moved to Paris, where 
he worked in an office during 
daylight hours and spent his 
nights drawing his beloved 
horses. With the great muse-
ums of the city beckoning, he 
studied the techniques of such 
Old Masters as Velazquez and 
Poussin and began what he 
describes as “throwing paint.”  

Bernard de Clavière
Animalier Extraordinaire

Tennessee State Museum

by Mary Unobsky 

Painting commissioned by the french government as a gift to Queen Elizabeth

Court Intrigue, oil, 10’6” x 6’ Artist’s collection

Arabian Horse Head, oil, 23” x 20”
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De Clavière said he became particularly obsessed with painting 
animals, influenced by the art of George Stubbs and Jean-Baptiste 
Oudry, both renowned animaliers. He explained that he felt his 
painting style improved as he experimented with light and mixing 
his subjects with the background. The artist noted that under 
the direction of Count Xavier de Porét, an Academy teacher, and 
Etienne Lambert, who was the paintings restorer at Versailles, he 
eventually discovered his own classical style. In 1972, New York’s 
Wally Findlay Galleries featured some of de Clavière’s work, but it 
was at his 1975 exhibition at the John Partridge Gallery, London, 
where he had his first sold-out show.

During one of his early trips to America, de Clavière recalls, his 
work was well received by J. T. Lundy, the owner of Lexington, 
Kentucky’s renowned Calumet Farms, a thoroughbred breeding 
and racing facility, who commissioned him to paint the farm’s 
prize-winning stud, Alydar. So pleased was Lundy with the 
outcome, de Clavière was engaged to create portraits of several 
more Kentucky stallions and mares. The horse world had discov-
ered both a painter and a Frenchman who innately understood 
the special bond between horse and rider. Today, the Keeneland 

Race Track Association and the Kentucky Horse Park Museum 
hold works by de Clavière in their collections.

At an exhibition in Palm Beach in 1978, de Clavière had the good 
fortune to meet Nashville’s Guilford Dudley, former ambassador 
to Denmark, with whom he struck up a friendship based on their 
mutual interests in horses and hunting. This resulted in stag 
hunts in France and fox hunts in Nashville, as well as portrait 
commissions from several prominent Music City natives, to 
be painted sitting astride their horses. The selection of sitters 
included Albert Menesee, Alice Hooker, “Teenie” Hooker Buchtel, 
Brownlee Currey’s daughters, and Sidney McAlister. The count 
then began to commute between Nashville and Europe, staying 
in each place six months at a time, and he views Nashville as his 
“beginning of life in America.” On one of his stateside jaunts, de 
Clavière was befriended by Henry Hooker, who introduced him 
to John Sloan and Calvin Houghland of the Hillsboro Hounds. 
Luckily for the artist, more portrait requests ensued.  

As work visas became more difficult to obtain, de Clavière traded 
his bi-continental lifestyle for New York City, where he lived from 

the late ‘80s to the mid ‘90s. A writer for The Wall Street Journal 
discovered his paintings at an auction house exhibition in the Big 
Apple and anointed him as “one of the leading animaliers of the 
20th century.” It was during this period that the Westervelt Press 
commissioned de Clavière to paint a series entitled Working Dogs 
of the World. Probably his most famous commission, however, 
came from the French ambassador in London, who asked him 
to paint Queen Elizabeth’s black mare, Burmese, and her Corgi, 
Smokey, in front of Windsor Castle for a state gift from France 
to Her Majesty. “They wanted the painting in four days . . . it was 
the fastest painting I ever did,” reflects de Clavière. “I met with 
the Queen, a souvenir in my life, and she later marveled at the 
eye of her horse that I had managed to capture on canvas.”

above: Dawn’s Early Light (Maddie), oil, 16” x 20” Private collection             below: Ocean Front, Pilgrim and Radar, oil, 54” x 95” Private collection

top right: Brown Horse with Green Blanket, oil, 51” x 40” Private collection
above: Cherubina, oil, 24” x 28” Artist’s collection

Albert and Martini, oil, 46” x 59”

The artist and his wife, Barbara, decided to return to Nashville in 
June of 2002 for many reasons: they adored the slower pace and 
ease of lifestyle; they were looking for “four seasons and a rolling 
landscape,” and they were fond of their network of old friends 
like Brownlee and Agneta Currey, Jack and Melinda Bass, and 
Henry and Alice Hooker, who all share the de Clavières’ penchant 
for riding, hunting, and skeet and trap shooting. Nashville also 
offered them a capacious metropolitan milieu peppered with a 
diversity of residents, a vibrant art scene, and a level of culture, 
mixed with quality imported foods, in a more temperate climate. 
“History, hunting, and horses are what Bernard chooses to talk 
about,” says Mdm. de Clavière, “and there are a million people 
here that can talk about that.”

Currently, de Clavière is focused on a new project: designing 
the paintings and interior friezes for the royal arena in Qatar. 
During his Kentucky days he met Judy Forbis, the president of 
the Egyptian Society for Arabian Stallions, who became enam-
ored of the artist’s work and commissioned three paintings of 
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prize-winning stallions. Twenty years later, Forbis called de 
Clavière with the news that a billion-dollar, world-class horse 
arena was being constructed in Qatar, and he had been selected 
to decorate the structure with his paintings. “I would love to start 
an academy of dressage for Arabian horses,” mused de Clavière. 
“I am a trainer not a competitor.”

He has practiced his art form for more than forty years, with 
his paintings sought out by collectors in twenty-three countries 
(American designer Ralph Lauren owns one). In looking back on 
his almost-half-century work and assessing his particular style, 
de Clavière said: “Everything in painting is mental. It’s a series 
of triangles, lines, and what you discover in addition to what is 
planned. That’s the important part. The execution is nothing 
compared to the preparation. I believe art is the shortest road 
between life and the inexpressible.”

Editor’s note: Sixty-eight of Bernard de Clavière’s paintings 

and drawings will be on view in an upcoming exhibition 

entitled Bernard de Clavière: Animalier Extraordinaire at 

the tennessee State museum, located at the corner of fifth 

and Deaderick, from June 17–August 22, 2010. there is no 

admission charge. 

Equine SculptorEquine Sculptor

Bronze                      “Friesian”                      16 1/2 x 17 1/2

Commissions Welcome
www.janelmaher.com         615.794.7840         janel@janelmaher.com

Bronze on display at Tennessee State Museum exhibit 
“Romance of the Horse” | June 17th - August 23rd

www.2danes.com

73 White Bridge Rd • 615- 352-6085 • Mon - Sat 10-6 • Sun 1-5
73 White Bridge Rd • 615- 352-6085 • www.2danes.com
Mon - Sat 10-6 • Sun 1-5

 

  

A Bedroom For A Lifetime
In Solid Cherry With Leather Accents
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There is something very 
special about this raven-haired 
Belgian beauty. Perhaps it is 

the crackling energy that radiates from 
Marleen De Waele-De Bock that is both 
palpable and invigorating.

Recently I spoke with De Waele-De Bock 
at her comfortable home tucked away in 
the hills of Williamson County. The first 
clue something wonderful and magical 
awaited me inside her home was the 
colorful pots flanking her front door.
 
Upon entering the house, I felt as if I’d 
fallen down a rabbit hole and emerged 
in some sort of Alice In Wonderland 
habitat. Color is everywhere. Every 
inch of wall space and surface contains 
unique art collections of all kinds, 
neatly organized with meticulous atten-
tion to display. As one walks around, 
each room reveals a veritable treasure 
trove of art and objects. The one constant present in each room, 
however, is De Waele-De Bock’s own work: art that immediately 
draws one’s focus and attention to the canvas.
 
While her work is awash in color and varied in subject matter, 
one continuous theme is present in De Waele-De Bock’s work, 
regardless of when it was created. There are visible signs of abun-
dant life and joy in every piece of her work.
 

Growing up in her native Belgium, De 
Waele-De Bock earned an art degree and 
spent a postgraduate year learning the 
near-lost art of European printmaking. 
In addition to her professional stature as 
an artist, De Waele-De Bock is a profes-
sor at O’More College in Franklin. She 
also owns Bel Arte Gallery in The Arcade, 
a popular stop on the city’s monthly Art 
Crawl circuit.
 
How did such a talented woman wind up 
creating art in Nashville? She answers 
by saying, “I am an artist who presently 
lives in the United States. It is the fourth 
country and third continent in which I 
find my inspiration to work,” she says. 
The vibrancy and intuitive nature of her 
art have roots in her past.
 
Shortly after graduating from art school, 
De Waele-De Bock and her husband 
moved to Mozambique. In that extremely 

impoverished country, art supplies were scarce. But De Waele-De 
Bock put her time to good use, observing the people and coun-
try around her. “There were no Western people; the shops were 
empty. It was not a very happy time for us, but it was a lesson in 
life,” she said.
 
The majesty of South Africa’s natural beauty, the animals, and 
the rich cultural diversity inspired her to begin painting again. 

Marleen De Waele-De Bock
High Priestess of Color

by Lizzie Peters

left: Swinging Out the Picture, Acrylic, 48” x 36”
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above: Spring Blossom, Acrylic, 36” x 24”

right: Dive into Deep Blue Water, mixed media, 58” x 48”

Soon she was creating paint-
ings of colorful market scenes 
and people. These evolved into 
sculptures not unlike the cere-
monial figures created for eons 
by her African brethren. 
 
Earlier pieces from her African 
residency are figural indigenous 
representations infused with 
emotional colors. Looking around 
her home, one sees a variety of 
statuary brought from Africa that 
represents the culture and beliefs 
of many tribal people. There is 
no doubt her African tenure left 
a lasting impression on her work.
     
Today, De Waele-De Bock’s inspi-
ration begins with a vague idea 
or impression and takes shape 
without planning. “An abstract 
background is often the start of 
a picture shaped by the colors I 
add,” she says. The alchemy of 
color, texture, and the artist’s 
imagination changes the viewer’s 
interpretation the longer they 
are focused on the work.
 
Like many of her peers, De 
Waele-De Bock disappears into 
her creative space, where time 
and surroundings disappear. This 
allows her to be fully immersed 
in creation and its evolution. 
Besides providing great joy to the 
artist, the creation can also be 
restorative when necessary. “It 

above right: Giant in Town, Acrylic, 60” x 48”
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ethereal quality that is mixed 
with a healthy dose of whimsy.”

below: Saxophone Players, mixed media, 48” x 36”
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can be very healing when I feel lonely, being so far away from my 
family in Belgium,” she adds.
     
Each painting possesses an ethereal quality that is mixed with 
a healthy dose of whimsy. De Waele-De Bock has no particular 
subject preference, but a noticeable isolation of people and 
objects often appears as a recurring theme in her work. 
     
Figures rarely have faces, and both people and animals can be 
repetitive in interesting configurations. Horses are a favorite 
focus and appear in many paintings. She likes the shape of this 
animal. De Waele-De Bock labels her pieces by her observations 
of subject or mood. Simply stated, these titles do not leave the 
viewer guessing.
 
“I know when a painting is finished,” says De Waele-De Bock. 
“The more you work, the easier it gets. I have learned to let it go. 
You don’t want to tweak it into failure,” she adds. If not satisfied 
with a particular piece De Waele-De Bock will paint over a canvas, 
creating an entirely new piece with no remorse whatsoever.
 
As an intuitive painter, it is almost as if De Waele-De Bock snaps 
a picture in her mind, freezes it, and then pours it onto the 
canvas along with a story of her own making. “Watching a series 
of movements produces a great reference point. From there I 
construct a great adventure of what that person or animal might 
do, think, or say. I just make up a story in my mind, and the color 
creates itself,” she says. 

According to De Waele-De Bock, the rays of color embedded in a 
work provide energy to the viewer, and vibrant color provides a 
backdrop for her subjects. “Those pieces which contain multiple 
figures, be they people or animals, have purpose. They are headed 
somewhere, about to do something, or are poised for contempla-
tion and questions,” says the artist.
 
When contrasting her earlier work with present paintings, it is 
as if De Waele-De Bock has transformed the current images into 
her own particular tribal representation, whether it is of people, 
animals, or the elements of nature. There is a consistency of happi-
ness and peace in the work, whether it has been born of scratch-
ing, gel paste over color, use of a palette knife, or from a print.
 
It is obvious De Waele-De Bock’s prolific work will continue to 
delight art lovers whether it is seen in her gallery or via private 
showings. Other highly respected artists collect her work. 
Wherever her travels take De Waele-De Bock, you can be sure she 
will incorporate her experience into some wonderful piece of art. 

“As long as I have good people around me, and I can trust they 
are feeling the same things, meaning positive energy, then I can 
survive anywhere,” she concludes. 

marleensartwork.com

far right: Keep the City Clean, Acrylic, 60” x 48”

below: I Dreamed of Africa, mixed media, 48” x 36”

bottom: Kruger Park, South Africa, mixed media, 
60” x 48”
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“ I know when a painting is 
finished…I have learned to let 
it go. You don’t want to tweak it 
into failure.”

left: Venice, Acrylic, 48” x 36”
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TICKETS on sale now!
NashvilleSymphony.org   615.687.6400

Nashville Symphony programs are funded in part by the 
Metropolitan Nashville Arts Commission, the Tennessee Arts 

Commission,  and the National Endowment for the Arts as part 
of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009

Special thanks to our sponsors:         

June 4 & 5
SCHUBERT & RACHMANINOFF

Nashville Symphony
Giancarlo Guerrero, conductor

Misha Dichter, piano

SCHWANTNER   Morning’s Embrace    
          Chasing Light

SCHUBERT   Symphony No. 8 in B minor,   
                  D. 759 “Unfinished”                                   
RACHMANINOFF   Rhapsody on a Theme 
                            of Paganini, Op. 43 

June 18 & 19
BEETHOVEN & BRAHMS

Nashville Symphony 
Kelly Corcoran, conductor

Claremont Trio
Bobby Taylor, oboe
Ellen Menking, oboe

Roger Wiesmeyer, oboe

TELEMANN   Concerto for Three Oboes, 
                    Violins and Continuo in 
                    B-flat major 
BEETHOVEN   Concerto in C major for Piano, 
                     Violin, Cello and Orchestra, 
                     Op. 56 “Triple Concerto”                                   
BRAHMS   Symphony No. 4 in E minor, Op. 98 

July 9 & 10
HAYDN’S DRUM ROLL 

SYMPHONY

Nashville Symphony
Giancarlo Guerrero, conductor
James Zimmermann, clarinet

HAYDN   Symphony No. 103 in 
              E-flat major “Drum Roll”
COPLAND   Concerto for Clarinet, 
                  Strings and Harp                                               
MENDELSSOHN   Symphony No. 4 in 
                          A major, Op. 90 “Italian”

Enjoy a summer evening with good friends and great music!
We invite you to Lipscomb University’s Collins Alumni Auditorium for our

wonderfully informal First Tennessee Summer Festival concerts.

First Tennessee

Summer
Festival

2010

abstract artist 

toniSWARTHOUT

A local treasure, this artist is receiving 
praise locally and in the national art 
community. Come see her collection 
of abstract art, its all about color, and 
texture, raw with emotion and passion.

Upholstery         •         Dining Room         •         Bedroom         •         Office         •         Lighting         •         Home Accessories

shop

meetexperience

nouveau C L A S S I C S .com

featuring local artists, businesses and 
entrepreneurs in the fields of design, 
art, fashion and cuisine. showcasing 
merchandise and in-store promotions.

thirdthursday
special event

February

18
6 - 9P

joinus

nashville
3201 belmont blvd
nashville, tn 37212

(615) 383-3164
mon-sat 10-5

knoxville
4614 kingston pike
knoxville, tn. 37919

(865)909-0044
mon-sat 10-5

June 

17
5 - 8P

shop

aka PAULA CLANCY, artist, interior 
designer and owner of Nouveau Clas-
sics! Her art is bold, abstract, neon—a 
fabulous salute to Jackson Pollock! 

What’s new? Roland Simmons’ Interfold 
Lighting! A fabulous collection of arcitec-
tural lighting,  76”  and  90”  towering light 
sculptures—made from perforated paper!  
High art, high design at a great price!!

Upholstery        •        Dining Room        •        Bedroom        •        Office        •        Lighting        •        Home Accessories
nouveauclassics.com

Contemporary Furniture and Interior Design

 Terrazzo Model “K”

artist, interior designer 
jacksonPaula

2104 CRESTMOOR ROAD | NASHVILLE, TN 37215 | PHONE 615-297-3201
WWW.BENNETTGALLERIESNASHVILLE.COM | HOURS: MON-FRI 9:30 TO 5:30, SATURDAY 9:30 TO 5:00

TRUNK SHOW 
SATURDAY, JUNE 19TH 

11AM-3PM 

FEATURING RUTH FRANKLIN,
LAURA SPONG, AND JOE CAMOOSA

“STORM” BY RUTH FRANKLIN
12” X 12”
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When many of us think of famous sculptors,  
our first mental stop is Italy, followed by France, and a 

series of mostly Western names, such as Michelangelo, Donatello, 
Giacometti. While exploring the horizons of his talents as a 
sculptor, a youthful Bruce Peebles began to hear about the flour-
ishing schools of carving beyond the borders of the Western 
imagination. “In 1991 to 1995, European critics said seven of 
the top ten sculptors in the world lived in Zimbabwe.” Peebles 
immediately knew he had to go there. 

He packed away his belongings and made Africa, its people, 
and its art the destination of many years to come. He settled in 
Zimbabwe and began to develop a strategy for getting to know 
the great artists whom he had dreamed of encountering. Shy yet 
innovative, he decided to let the masters come to him rather than 
inundating them with pleas for guidance. “Before long, I got into 
a gallery.” From there, he began to become an adopted son of his 
community. Over years, the human landscape of Zimbabwe fed 
his soul as an artist. “Africa is the key to everything as far as my 
sculpture is concerned,” he claims. 

The first time I met Peebles it was a snowy winter morning far 
away from the continent that inspires his work. He held my 
hand to help me climb the tall, icy hill that leads to his studio 
off Highway 100 in Nashville. Peebles is quiet, a little nervous 
when speaking. His depth of understanding for the magic of his 
craft and his intuition about his own experience could easily go 
hidden beneath his unassuming manner.
 
Peebles began his artistic journey as a draughtsman. His first 
journey to Africa as a small-town Tennessee boy changed the way 
that he approached art. “I started going to Africa when I was 16. 

by Deborah Walden

The Guardian

Bruce Peebles
Defying Gravity
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Photo of mrs. o’more now uploaded to 

ftP. Caption reads:
one of the first graduating classes of 
o’more College of Design talks with 
their mentor, mrs. Eloise Pitts o’more.

Secondly, Jeff, a SIDEBAr to be 
included in this article is coming later 

today.

I was a photorealistic wildlife artist seeing everything in 3-D.” 
Peebles’ attempts to represent the three-dimensional world on 
flat paper transformed into a burgeoning interest in sculpture. 
It was in carving shapes and bending forms that Peebles began 
to find his home as an artist—no matter how far away his quests 
for inspiration would eventually lead him. “My high school didn’t 
offer sculpture, so I came up with my own class with my own 
curriculum.” Peebles’ nature as a self-starter and self-educator 
define his work to this day. 
 
The stereotype of the quiet artist has become such a historical 
trope that one hesitates to overuse it, but Bruce Peebles’ ability 
to shrink away from the hub of the crowd and lose himself in 
nature or in his work is perhaps the centerpiece of his talent. 

Peebles describes his separation from the outside world by tell-
ing a story about safaris during his time in Africa. He claims 
that jeeps carrying animal-gazers would charge over the rough 
terrain in search of exotic wildlife. “There was a time in my life 
where I was out in the bush so much that there was a point where 
I became what they were looking for. I became part of nature. I 
became so different that they became a disturbance to me.” 

The result of Peebles’ stay in Zimbabwe is an art that seems to 
burn with an internal fire. His sculptures incarnate souls, and 
those souls are old. It is easy to find a figural work that is beauti-
ful. It is rare to find one that is wise. Peebles’ sculptures seem 
to impart their own wisdom—they look down on the viewer in 
a halo of beatific grace. Many of them do not even have eyes, 

but there is something transcendent in their forms that charges 
their surrounding spaces with spirit and a sense of peace. 

Peebles’ method of carving sets him apart from all of his peers 
and characterizes his intuitive relationship with nature. He 
bleaches wood completely white and burns it to create shade and 
texture rather than painting it. When carving wood, Peebles does 
not wait for it to dry out or cure. He carves while the recently 
fallen tree is still green, settling, becoming something else. At 
this point, the wood is very fragile and is prone to crack as it 
continues to desiccate. 

Peebles claims that many of his peers call this method impos-
sible, but he has his secrets. Most importantly, he claims that 
he knows where to “release the tension” on a green sculpture, 
and he understands that, to a degree, the medium will determine 
itself. “No matter what you do it’s going to find its own balance.” 

Today, Peebles is taking his wood sculptures to the next level by 
animating enormous abstract fixtures for large public spaces. 
Returning to his past as a self-taught artist, Peebles has trained 
himself in the intricacies of electronic art. He uses balsa wood 
that looks like metal to keep his structures lightweight and 
charts their movements on computer. Along with programmer 
Shawn Schaeffer, Peebles conducts a vast orchestra of moving 

“ No matter what you do it’s 
going to find its own balance.”
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Picasso’s Woman

Talisman

The Prayer

The Becoming
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parts to create a beautiful, organic experience of wooden sculp-
ture. Although they vary in form from his freestanding composi-
tions, Peebles’ electronic works rely on the same sense of life, 
movement, and grace that informs his human figures. 

When sculpting, Bruce Peebles toils in a noisy din of cacophonous 
sounds. A hillside workshop filled with chainsaws and dental 
tools for carving provides evidence of the ear-shattering nature 
of his craft. It is hard work and, to the outside observer, seems 
so far away from the peace of his final products. Somewhere 
between his inspiration and outcome, Peebles infuses his own 
quietness into his craft. He says, “There is always that spirit of 
Africa that comes back to me.”

more sculptures including Bruce Peebles’ animated electronic 

pieces can be seen at nashvillearts.com.  

“ Africa is the key to everything as 
far as my sculpture is concerned.”

Umbrella

Winds of Change

Amianta
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Imagine a scene so foreign it seems out of a fairy 
tale. A woman is the center of all attentions in a fashion atelier. 

The room teams with life: the snip of scissors, the rip of 
a seam, the rustle of silk, the scent of perfume, pins 
pinched in red lips. As this woman is fussed over 
and measured, a frothy confection of fabric whips 
up around her. And whether wife, queen, or heir-
ess, she feels her heartbeat quicken at a singular 
thought: This gown will be unique to me only. 

Such was the world of “haute couture” fashion 
after World War II, a golden era of custom-made 
clothing in Paris and London that defined women 
of a certain taste level . . .  and pocketbook. As Jean 
Dawnay, a Christian Dior model of that period, 
wrote, “A Paris dress makes one feel capable of 
charming a pearl out of an oyster.” 

This reverie can be experienced on June 18 
as Nashville’s Frist Center for the Visual 
Arts debuts The Golden Age of Couture: 
Paris and London 1947 –1957. Gowns, 
suits, shoes, undergarments, hats—
everything that would spill out of a 
wealthy woman’s closet will be on 
view, allowing the public to glimpse 
the fruits of what was, and is, an 
industry reserved for society’s elite. 

The Golden Age of Couture
Paris and London 1947–1957

The Frist Center for the Visual Arts
by Karen Parr-Moody

Originally organized by the Victoria & Albert Museum of 
London, the collection of more than one hundred dresses and 

ancillary items has drawn record-breaking crowds around 
the globe. The Nashville show, which runs through 

September 12, 2010, is its sole U.S. appearance. 

Ellen Pryor, the museum’s Director of 
Communications, said being that one museum is 
a coup. “It speaks volumes about who we are as a 
city and what the Frist Center is becoming as a 
museum. Our reputation is being spread farther 
and farther with every exhibition we do.” 

Trinita Kennedy, associate curator for the 
Frist, came to Nashville from New York’s 

Metropolitan Museum of Art, where its 
Costume Institute has more than 35,000 

costumes and holds two fashion exhibi-
tions a year. “I saw how (the exhibitions) 

brought new people to the museum 
every year, a different audience,” she 
said. So she pitched the idea to her 
Frist colleagues and also saw the 
“Golden Era” show in London in 

2008. “The audience really was 
mainly women,” she said. “But it 
was packed.” 

Kennedy deems this exhibition 
the second most complicated to 

arrange, following the Ancient Egypt 

Fashion

“Zemire” evening dress by Christian Dior. 
Synthetic satin, 1954. Evening shoes by roger vivier for Dior. 

Embroidered silk and sequins, late 1950s. 

“ People who care about fashion will always 
have a tremendous love for hand stitching, 
hand work, beading, the placing of jewels on 
dresses, on garments of any kind.” -Manuel
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have afforded couture garments, but if you look at photographs 
from 1947 to 1957, women were wearing similar things. Those 
are kind of period-defining clothes.” 

Nashville designer Manuel Cuevas, whose professional moniker is 
simply “Manuel,” is arguably the closest relative of a haute coutu-
rier in Nashville. Also known as “The King of Cowboy Couture,” 
Manuel is legendary for his glamorous handmade garments worn 
by Elvis, Johnny Cash, and Elton John, to name a few. 

Manuel met with Nashville Arts in his Broadway atelier, sitting 
among coffee-table books such as Dali and Historic Photos of The 
Opry and cutting a resplendent figure in a black suit. He spoke of 
haute couture’s enduring influence and the power of a custom-
made garment, haute couture or not. 

“People who care about fashion will always have a tremendous 
love for hand stitching, hand work, beading, the placing of jewels 
on dresses, on garments of any kind,” he said. At its heart, he 
maintained, a one-of-a-kind garment captures the spirit of that 
person. And what is at the heart of the haute couture customer of 
the last century? Manuel said, bluntly, “courage” and “loot.” 

If you want a picture of how courage and bottomless pock-

ets propelled designers to great heights, visit the frist Center 

during The Golden Age of Couture: Paris and London 1947–

1957 June 18-September 12. www.fristcenter.org 

show with its enormous antiquities and sculptures. Because of 
their delicacy, most of the garments require expensive casework 
to protect them, so a museum needs the resources to house 
such a bounty. “There are at least fifty different designers repre-
sented in the show,” Kennedy said. The show highlights Parisian 
designers Christian Dior, Cristóbal Balenciaga, Pierre Balmain, 
and Hubert de Givenchy, along with their London counterparts 
Norman Hartnell and Hardy Amies. 

Literally translated, “haute couture” is French for “sewing at a 
high level.” In 1868 the haute couture business became regu-
lated by the strict rules of the Chambre Syndicale de la Couture 
Parisienne. During the decade of the “Golden Era” such rules 
stated a designer must have a “suitable” Parisian atelier and 
create two collections per year. Each collection must have had 
seventy-five original designs. The designs had to be made almost 
entirely by hand, to measure, with fittings at each stage of 
design. The house had to employ a minimum of twenty full-time 
employees. The list goes on and on. 

Ultimately, haute couture was (and remains) a labor-intensive 
craft that involved as many as two hundred hours to make a 
dress, and more than 100,000 hours to create a collection. Only 
the finest fabrics were used, and details were important: even 
buttons were custom crafted (as in the case of Chanel’s double C 
numbers). The resulting garments appeared as beautiful on the 
inside as on the outside. 

In modern pricing, a haute couture garment can sell for four to 
six figures. Forbes cited an approximate $9 million price tag for 
a diamond-festooned, Scott Henshall gown worn by Samantha 
Mumba to the 2004 premiere of Spiderman II. (There’s no word 
on a price tag for the Oscar de la Renta silk organza, haute 
couture gown Oprah Winfrey wore in May to the Costume 

Institute gala. According to Vogue, it took four people and more 
than two hundred fifty hours to make.) 

In the book Golden Age of Couture, Dior was quoted about the 
shift: “We were just emerging from a poverty-stricken, parsimo-
nious era, obsessed with ration books and clothes coupons; it 
was only natural that my creations should take the form of a 
reaction against this dearth of imagination.” 

It is at this point in history that the Frist show begins. “The 
first gallery explains Dior’s ‘New Look’ and the characteristics 
of it,” said Kennedy. “It also explains how Paris really sought to 
re-establish itself as a fashion capital after the war.” 

Following the “New Look” introduction of the Frist show, there’s 
a large section called “The World of Couture” where visitors learn 
about different facets of couture, including “Paris Dressmaking,” 

“London Tailoring,” “Undergarments,” and “Embroidery.” 

“That undergarment section’s actually very interesting,” Kennedy 
said. “Because in the ’20s the flappers got rid of corsets, and then 
Dior had women wear them again in order to create that silhou-
ette that he wanted.” 

For a peek into mid-century luxury filtered through a champagne 
cocktail, visitors are introduced to Lady Alexandra. An embassy 
wife in 1948 Paris, her fairy tale of couturier consumption is 
told through letters, Jacques Fath gowns and suits, and an audio 
guide narrated by her daughter. 

Bringing visitors back down to earth is a section about mass-
marketed ready-to-wear that explores the realities of the era’s 
business market. “This section reminds us that our grandmoth-
ers or mothers or sisters wore clothes that were inspired by these 
high-fashion garments,” Kennedy said. “Most women couldn’t 

Dress and petticoat by 
Pierre Balmain. Dress: 
silk grosgrain with Swiss 
embroidery; Petticoat: 
boned silk and net. 

Evening dress by 
Cristobal Balenciaga. 
Silk taffeta, 1953–54. 

“les muguets” 
(“lily of the valley”) 

evening dress by 
Hubert de givenchy. 

organza with sequins 
and beads, 1955.

Detail of 
evening dress 
by Jean 
Desses. Silk 
chiffon, 1953. 
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Lava Flow

KIRK   
SEUFERT

SOMETHING 
DIFFERENT 
customized 
commissions

 www.kirkseufert.com  |  615.957.4209 
K.Seufert@comcast.net

Fifth of July

Amorphous Falling Sun

Purple Rust Winding Down

A Sign of Time

1110 Woodland Street • Nashville, TN  37206
Thursday-Saturday 11–6 • Sunday 12-5

615.226.5300

C. Jere ‘68

C. Jere ‘71

Vintage W. Germany 
Pottery

      www.AndrewsCadillac.commaryland farms in brentwood373-3800

D E A L E R
S H I PPART

The CTS Sport Wagon could be the vehicle 
you’ve been waiting for all your life. With 
304 horsepower, 3.6 liter, six-cylinder engine 
and a well-furnished, posh interior, it has the 
power to transform driving to soccer practice 
into a luxury experience. Relationships are 
our business at Andrews Cadillac—matching 
you with a vehicle that fits your life, and 
serving our customers with a long-term 
commitment to service that doesn’t end 
when you drive off the lot. It’s not easy to 
improve on a Cadillac. We do it every day. 
Andrews Delivers.  

Part MatCHMaKEr.
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The 2010 LR4 gets rave reviews around the 
globe, turning heads everywhere it goes—
on the road, off-road, and any conditions 
in between. It’s tough and it’s graceful; 
nimble and rugged in the same breath. The 
sleek new design considers every detail, 
from its bold, modern exterior down to 
the stitching on the leather seats. And for 
those behind the wheel, the LR4 delivers 
superior power and precision handling 
that makes every drive a study in artistic 
movement. Discover what may be the most 
extraordinary all-terrain vehicle on the 
road today at Land Rover Nashville. 

TRAveLINg  
Art Exhibit.

986-6000 

www.LandroverNashville.com

3 Cadillac Drive
Brentwood, Tennessee
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Mike Farris
The Soul of a Man 

by Greta Gaines  |  photography by Anthony Scarlati

Once known as 
a hard-living ’90s 

rock’n’roller, Mike Farris 
is now bringing joy to the 
world while following his 
higher calling as a power-
ful front man for some 
rousing spiritual music. 
He believes his new musi-
cal lease on life is due to 
a later-in-life realization 
that “it’s not about [him].” 
With his former band, 
the Screamin’ Cheetah 
Wheelies, firmly behind 
him and his demons 
conquered, Farris is in the 
midst of his second act in 
music that has sent waves 
of shock and awe through 
a sometimes jaded musical establishment, garner-
ing him the AMA’s New & Emerging Artist award in 
2008 for his album Salvation in Lights. How did this 
humble country boy channel a sound filled with so 
much emotion that people all over the world weep 
with joy at the pure sound of it? It’s because, with 
God’s help, he’s finally found his voice. And what a 
voice it is. 

At your live shows, you are getting standing ovations 

after every song. What’s your explanation for 

why that’s happening in a “been 

there, done that” music city like 

nashville?

I think that it’s something that 
nobody is being exposed to. 
Nobody is presenting this music, 
and when people get a dose of it, 
I’m the same way. This is one of the 
beautiful things about my career 
now—that it’s not about me. I play 
just a little role here. It’s about the 
music, and it’s about presenting 
this stuff to the world. No matter 
where we go, when people hear this 
music they go crazy. But no matter 
where we are, people will come up 
to me and go, “I just can’t tell you. I 
just started crying.”

I think that was joy. they were experiencing tears of joy.

It was joy. Unbelievable.

What were those early years like with your first band, the 

Screamin’ Cheetah Wheelies?

Just before the Wheelies began I had already had drug and alco-
hol problems and had just gotten clean for the first time—prob-
ably ’89 or ’90. I just looked around, and everyone was going 
to college. I had no idea. I didn’t have a dad around. Nobody 
prepared me for life; I had no idea what to do with my life. But I 
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he’s interested in—running to God and running away from God—
and that’s really all I’m interested in and all life is to me. I guess 
the reason it has such an impact on people is because I gotta do it. 
I don’t have a choice. I’m doing it because I have to; it’s not because 
of the money. I think this is why I was put here.

You won the 2008 Americana music Association’s new & 

Emerging Artist award in 2008. Was that ironic to you, since 

you’d been recording for fifteen years already? Did you feel 

like an emerging artist?

It’s almost like the Screamin’ Cheetah Wheelies never 
happened. Like it was a dream. It feels like all of that was all 
just rehearsal for this. Even though I got to do amazing tours, 
parts in movies. . . but yeah, I told them at the time it would 
probably be more appropriate to give me an award for latest 
artist to get his act together. 

knew there was a purpose for me, that there was something out 
there waiting for me. I just gotta find that thing. That’s when I 
really took an interest in my spiritual journey, because every-
thing else was stripped away from me. I was living in a park in 
Knoxville in a car. Had nobody. No friends. No family around. 
At that point in your life you don’t want family around. You are 
running from family. That was a really good thing for me. It was 
almost like God stripped everything away. 

When you have nothing, you have nothing to lose, right?

I had to start looking in and start looking toward this higher 
power, and I was like, “You know what? Everything else has not 
worked so I’m gonna try this. I’m going to pretend. I’m going to 
meditate on this energy, this God.” And things started to turn 
around. It was crazy. Next thing I knew I was living with my dad, 
who I barely knew, in Murfreesboro. He had just remarried. So 
I get to his house and start healing and convalescing from the 
drugs and alcohol, and he had a guitar that happened to be there, 
and I was like, “You know what? I’m going to teach myself to play 
guitar.” And the next thing you know songs started coming to 
me. And that’s when I was like… 

“This could be the thing that 
I’ve been looking for.”

People are surprised to learn that you are white, because you 

sound black. You’re towing a very interesting line that’s never 

been done before, merging traditional black gospel music 

with hints of soul and rock. 

It’s just spiritual music. When we started working on the record, 
there were things leading up to it that kind of set the stage for it. 
We were living in Woodstock, and my friend Audley Freed turned 
me on to a record by the Holmes Brothers. It was gospel music, but 
it was kind of raw, funky, kinda rock’n’roll but not really. It had 
guitar and bass and drums and this guy singing like a soul man. 
And I was like, “That’s amazing. I’ve never heard that before.” So 
I went and found the music that moves me, and it’s this spiritual 
music. Like Bono says, there are two kinds of songs or themes that 

What does your ten-year-old son think of this music you’re 

putting out now?

He really likes it a lot. When I got sober I didn’t know what I was 
going to do. You kind of have to become a monk on a mountain 
for a while. Turn the phone off, even your best friends . . . ‘cause 
you’re no good to anybody, so you just have to kind of repair 
yourself for a while. So from now on I want us to be together 
forever. I want to play in places where if my kid can’t go, then 
I don’t want to be there. Don’t put me in bars again. Our son, 
Christian, gets to go everywhere we go. And he loves the music 
that we do, so it’s been an incredible journey.

During our time together, farris described his journey as being 

similar to that of the prodigal son. He feels as if he has been 

given back tenfold that which was once stripped away. He 

seemed calm and clear about doing his life’s work and grate-

ful for all of us who are lining up to sing along. Don’t miss a 

chance at seeing live the music that has already brought so 

many spontaneous tears of joy.

mikefarrismusic.net  

“ ...it was 
kind of raw, 
funky, kinda 
rock’n’roll but 
not really.”
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Bernard de Clavière:

Bernard de Clavière, Red Panda, 2005-2006, Oil on canvas, Private Collection. Photograph by Jerry Atnip.

A historic and A historic and 
artistic look at 

the horse culture 
of Tennessee.

    

Tennessee State Museum, 
Nashville

       
June 17 -August 22, 2010June 17 -August 22, 2010

Animalier Extraordinaire 
and Romance of the Horse

Including works by Pablo Picasso, 
Salvador Dali and Gilbert Gaul.

OKLAHOMA!
RODGERS & HAMMERSTEIN’S

JUNE 11-27

1 1

1
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In fine dining, the combination of sumptuous 
elegance with soulful comfort can be an art form unto itself. 

At Miel Restaurant in Nashville’s Sylvan Park neighborhood, it 
is also a guiding principle. Underscoring seasonal foods that are 
locally, sustainably produced, meals at 
this contemporary bistro are prepared 
in a classic French manner and 
presented with flair. 

Proprietor Seema Prasad believes that 
the elements of each dish should be 
fresh and of-the-moment. Each dish 
should be made in a way that both 
honors and enhances the intrin-
sic nature of its ingredients. It’s a 
thoughtful approach, evident even in 
the restaurant name.

Miel means honey in both French and 
Spanish. “We chose that name because 
our cooking is informed by the culi-
nary traditions of those cultures,” she 
says. The name also evokes enduring 
food routes: bees and pollination and 
the pureness of honey.

A stellar example is Miel’s signa-
ture dish, McDonald’s Farm Slowly 
Roasted Chicken and Vegetables. The 
centerpiece of this Provençal style entrée is a free-range chicken 
raised at McDonald Farms in Hohenwald, Tennessee, accompa-
nied by a selection of local and organic vegetables. 

Visually, it’s stunning. The large, shallow, white bowl brims with a 
vibrant base of artfully cut beets, carrots, fingerling potatoes, and 
Brussels sprouts. A half chicken, herbed and bronzed, is cut and 
arranged in the center, drenched in rich demi-glace. Microgreens 
and a basil flower plucked from the patio garden garnish the top. 

Aromatics are heady, sweet with caramelized onions, fragrant 
with lemon, rosemary, and French thyme. And the taste? Ah, 

Miel’s
Signature Slowly Roasted Chicken 

by Nancy Vienneau |  photography by Anthony Scarlati

“ Each dish should be made in a way that both honors and enhances 
the intrinsic nature of its ingredients.”

each forkful is succulent, a rustic yet refined layering of flavors 
that enrobes you in comfort. Here is chicken that actually tastes 
like chicken, in a happy mélange of vegetables and herbs that 
both stand out and complement. It’s no wonder that it has 

become a Miel mainstay.

Featured on the menu since day one, 
it will always remain, Prasad assures. 

“We have customers who come every 
week for our roasted chicken,” the 
proprietor explains. “We know who 
likes the skin extra brown and crispy 
or who wants more juices poured 
over the meat.” 

In preparation, Executive Chef 
Freddie Brooker uses the sous-vide 
method (sous-vide is French for under 
vacuum), a process used by esteemed 
chefs across the country, such as 
Thomas Keller and Michael Ruhlman. 
After skillet searing, Brooker seals the 
chicken with its herbed marinade in 
a vacuum pack and places it into the 
kitchen’s immersion circulator. This 
thermal water bath is set at a constant 
temperature of 165 degrees; after two 
hours, the chicken emerges evenly 
cooked, remarkably tender. Within 

its airtight pack, none of the moisture or flavor is lost. Rather, 
it is magnified.

Since few home cooks own an immersion circulator, (although 
it is becoming more widely available for home use) Chef Brooker 
shares the recipe using a residential range. Following his guid-
ance and the Miel philosophy of Fresh-Local-Best, you can recre-
ate this simple yet sophisticated dish, insuring a pleasing feast 
for all the senses.

for the detailed recipe and video of Chef Brooker preparing 

this delicious dish, please visit nashvillearts.com. 

Culinary Arts

Prop. Seema Prasad & Executive Chef freddie Brooker

Half Chicken

roasted roma tomato  

Cipollini onions

fingerling Potatoes

rutabagas

Carrots

Parsnips

Beets

Brussels Sprouts

morels
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Yeoman’s In The Fork
Rare Book & Document Gallery

PHONE 615-983-6460 • FAX 615-515-9060

4216 Old Hillsboro Rd. • Franklin, TN 37064

(Leiper’s Fork Historic District)

www.yeomansinthefork.com

- RARE BOOKS & DOCUMENTS BOUGHT & SOLD - 

WEDNESDAY - SATURDAY 10-5 • SUNDAY 1-5 

“The small town bookshop with uptown books”

“Yeoman’s just may be the finest rare bookstore in the South, 

if not in all the country! For sure, it’s the handsomest anywhere!”

Robert Hicks, New York Times Best-Selling Author of 

THE WIDOW OF THE SOUTH

100 Powell Place
Nashville, TN 37204

(615) 297-2224

Across from 100 Oaks
b/w Home Depot & Staples

Open Mon-Sat 10-6
& Sun Noon-6

www.GasLampAntiques.com1314 5th Ave No.
615-291-9922

www.Lazzaroli.com

Nashville’s own pasta shop
& Italian grocery

fresh cut pasta

homemade ravioli

homemade sauces

olive oils & vinegars

salumi

breads & cheeses

•

•

•

•

•

the way 
pasta 
should be.

the way 
pasta 
should be.

fresh cut pasta • handmade ravioli • homemade sauces
olive oils & vinegars • salumi • breads & cheeses

Nashville’s own pasta shop & Italian grocery

1314 5th Ave No. • 615-291-9922 • www.Lazzaroli.com

Original Fine Art & 
Creative Safaris Art Classes

www.kaykeyesfarrar.com

Kay Keyes Farrar

Teacup and Red Cake
9x12, alla prima, oil

Proud to be 
a part of this wonderful 

neighborhood!
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Whitfields • The Animal Hospital of West Nashville • The Window Seat •
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We asked Nashville’s amateur photographers 
to send in their favorite images for our first Nashville Arts 

Photographic Competition. We were flooded with responses, 
some good, some great, and some caught us totally by surprise. 
A few we just couldn’t print for fear of ending up in jail!

Judging the images proved to be a challenging endeavor, as a lot of 
questions were raised by our panel of top Nashville photographers. 
Before the judging could begin, the judges had to collectively decide 
the criteria for what constitutes a photograph—a seemingly easy 
question made very difficult by the advances in digital technology. 
We won’t bore you with details of the debate, but suffice it to say a 
consensus was reached after an hour of heated discussion. 

The judges, Jerry Atnip, Anthony Scarlati, Bob Schatz, and 

lawrence Boothby, however, were all in agreement that the over-
all quality of the work entered far exceeded their expectations. 

Here then are our judges’ top picks. You can view many more 

of the entries at nashvillearts.com.

Photography Contest

third Place by Julie Dowd

First Place [opposite page]

Winning Photo by Stanton tubb

Some photographs transcend the surface and take you to a place 
that is at once intense with texture and feeling as well as filled 
with clues to its meaning. This image, “Wishing for a Brighter 
Day,” does that masterfully. 

-Jerry Atnip

Everything about this photo is brilliant—the depth, composi-
tion, lighting. There is so much there, every time you look at it 
there’s something new to experience. It’s a photo that can speak 
to you for a lifetime.

-Anthony Scarlati

Stanton found an already compelling image, nicely composed, 
and added more drama in the treatment of the sky and increased 
contrast overall. I would have liked it if a little more attention 
was paid to the intersection of the sky and bridge.

-Bob Schatz

A strikingly haunting photograph with tremendous depth and 
bold black and white tones. With so much going on within the 
frame, I can look and study the image for a long time. It raises 
many questions.

-Lawrence Boothby

Photography

“ I normally don’t take pictures of 
people. I usually take pictures of 
landscapes and buildings, but I’m 
glad I took this one.”-First place winner Stanton Tubb

Second Place by Kevin Schlatt
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Nashville’s Best 
Contemporary Artist

Abstracts • Still Lifes • Music
Landscapes • Cityscapes

Social Scenes • Sports • Nudes

615.479.7279 by Appointment
markcarsonenglish@yahoo.com

Derby
48” x 72”

MARC CARSON ENGLISH

IN HONOR OF
ALL 

HIGH SCHOOL 
ART TEACHERS

Your encouragement and  
guidance is forever appreciated

My most influential art teacher was 
Mrs. Jean Craig-Butler at Murfreesboro 

Central High School in 1971 & 1972. 
She didn’t laugh at this sketch and 

instead guided me on ways to 
improve my technique, which 

certainly had a long way to go.

To all the artists: 
Who was your most 

influential art teacher?

Remember to thank them

In honor of Mrs. Craig from a very grateful student

Between the Lines
by Marshall Chapman

One thing that struck me in the aftermath of 
the Great Flood was the contrast between total devasta-

tion and unscathed. My husband and I were among the fortu-
nate. Our basement remained dry as a bone. 

Sunday morning (May 2), as the heavens continued unleashing 
Biblical torrents of rain on our fair city, I turned on my computer 
to check the neighborhood message board. Our neighborhood 
is the historic Richland-West End district. Even though we were 
spared major flooding from nearby Richland Creek, it seemed 
everyone’s basement was flooding. I read with horror accounts of 
neighbors wading through chest-high water, desperately trying 
to reach their fuse boxes ahead of the rising tide. One message 
suggested everyone check their gutters. One clogged down-
spout, it said, and the water pouring from your gutter could not 
only flood your basement but weaken your house’s foundation. 

Later, while having breakfast with my husband, I happened to 
glance outside where, to my horror, I saw a rushing stream of 
water gushing from both sides of one of our gutters. It looked 
like Niagara Falls out there. 

“Damn!” I said, “Would you look at that!” 

Chris seemed unfazed, whereas I was on red alert. A rumble of 
thunder sounded in the distance. 

“I’m going outside,” I announced. 

With that, I stood up and shed my clothes—all my clothes—
before donning a pink-flowered plastic shower cap (I’d had my 
hair done at Heads Up in Green Hills the day before and didn’t 
want to mess it up, okay?) and walked out the door. 

Chris just shook his head, his expression a mixture of disbelief, 
resignation, and pride. Chris seems to have grown used to my 
idiosyncrasies over years. That’s one of the good things about 
a long-term relationship. Behaviors once deemed exasperating 
become charming. Chris’s motto for me has always been: “Always 
expect the unexpected from Marshall.” He swears one day he’s 
going to write an article called “States I Find My Wife In When I 
Arrive Home from Work.” 

As I strode buck naked across the yard to the tool shed (in my 
pink-flowered plastic shower cap), the rain was coming down so 
hard, I was confident my neighbors couldn’t see me. And even if 
they could, they’d be thinking, did I just see what I thought I saw? 

I set my lightweight “lady ladder” beneath the water cascading 
from the gutter. The cool water gushed all over my naked body, 
and, I’ll admit, it felt damned exhilarating. (Note: There’s a lot 
to be said about not having wet clothes weigh you down while 
working in the rain.) I reached up and felt for the wet leaves 
blocking the downspout. With Chris watching from the kitchen, 
I began throwing big wads of wet leaves toward the ground. Then 
I heard a wonderful sound. The sound of water—lots and lots of 
water—being sucked into the downspout, as the water level in 
the gutter dropped dramatically. 

Few things in life are better than good sex. A lovingly prepared 
meal made with fresh, locally-grown ingredients, perhaps. 
Playing music with friends to an appreciative audience. Add 
to that the unclogging of a stopped-up gutter during a record-
breaking rainstorm, and the list is complete. 
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Appraise It
by Linda Dyer | photography by Jerry Atnip

Antiques

Paisley Shawl
Kashmir, wool, 19th Century.

Should you compare the price of antique textiles with other 
works of art of similar age and rarity, they are inexpensive and 
undervalued. Among the textiles often relegated to trunks and 
drawers is the Paisley shawl. From 1790 to 1870, Europeans 
produced these highly decorative textiles in huge quantities, 
particularly in Scottish cities and towns, such as Edinburgh, 
Glasgow, and, of course, Paisley. Factories modeled their goods 
after the spectacularly warm items made from goats’ fleece in 
Kashmir, the mountainous region located in the northwest 
corner of the Indian subcontinent.
  
Under the rule of the Moguls who conquered Kashmir in 1586, 
the arts blossomed. The Kashmir shawl-weaving traditions that 
had existed since the eleventh century grew. Travelers, explor-
ers, and military personnel, who appreciated their beauty and 
warmth, began acquiring these Kashmir shawls around 1775. 

Ashtray 
Identified on base with paper label, “Armor Bronze, taunton, 

mA, Armor BronZE, goods of merit uSA, by master Craftsmen”, 

circa. 1940.

Armor Bronze, a favored source of wedding gifts of the 1920s and 
1930s, was a small company that made lamps, bookends, door-
stops, and other decorative items using a bronze-plating tech-
nique called “electroformed galvanization.” The process entailed 
plating plaster molds with a bronze solution. This allowed for 
the production of affordable home décor without the expense 
of solid bronze casting. Their products mimicked Austrian and 

French cold-painted bronze works at 
a fraction of the cost. Imagine the 

surprise of an owner who dropped 
one of their products, when they 

saw the torn bronze skin and 
plaster core. 

 
The complex manufacturing 
“bronze-clad” process is 
what makes these products 

desirable to collectors. 
The objects begin as a 
plaster cast, with an 
electrode wire within, 

that was coated 
with a material 

to make it more 

The 19th century European love for Paisley shawls is believed to 
have started when employees of the British East India Trading 
Company brought them home from Kashmir as gifts to their 
wives. These shawls quickly became the vogue, but they were 
in short supply and priced well beyond the grasp of the general 
public. This division resulted in lower-priced imitations created 
by European textile manufacturers.
  
The Indian motif itself was reinterpreted and developed to 
conform to European taste. The word “paisley” is recognized 
worldwide as the name of the teardrop-shaped pattern. 
Scotland’s Paisley Museum’s explanation is that the pattern 
can be traced back to ancient Babylon, where a teardrop shape 
was used as a symbol to represent the growing shoot of a date 
palm. The palm provided food, drink, clothing, and shelter, and 
so became regarded as the “The Tree of Life.” Its growing shoot 
became recognized as a fertility symbol.
  

When Scotland’s Paisley factory introduced a refinement 
to its looms around 1812, it was able to weave five differ-
ent colors of yarn and thus become the most successful at 
imitating the Kashmiri originals. It is interesting to note 

that for the town of Paisley, fashion proved to be a fickle basis 
for prosperity. With its over-dependence on one product, the 

Scottish town was subject to periodic depressions, and eventu-
ally, in 1842, with the coming of the fashionable but paisley-

incompatible wire bustle, the whole town went bankrupt.
  
In the early 1870s, a combination of events led to the decline of the 
Paisley shawl. Wars halted exports; as mentioned, a shawl would 
not successfully drape down over a bustle, that rear-wired protru-
sion; and then the advent of the Jacquard shawl, which could 
be produced for a few shillings. But probably the most defining 
factor was that once shawls had become so inexpensive that every 
woman could afford to own at least one, they fell out of fashion.
  
Should you believe that you own one of these beauties, remem-
ber there is “same” and “similar.” The weaving methods were 
quite different between Kashmir and Europe. Kashmir shawls 
can take up to three years to make. Another basic difference 
between Kashmir shawls and their imitators is the type of cloth. 
The Kashmir shawls were woven from pashmina, the hair from 
the underbelly of domesticated goats, making them lighter and 
smoother with a natural sheen, while the European shawls were 
woven from silk or wool, making them courser and heavier.
  
today an early 19th century Kashmir shawl could bring $2400 at 

auction, while a french machine-woven, wool paisley shawl in 

similar condition and age could bring $400. 

electrically conductive. In a technique similar to electroplating, 
the plaster-cast form was then suspended in the fluid of a plat-
ing tank. An electrical current  passed through the electrode, and 
the plating bath resulted in a bronze “skin” forming around the 
plaster core. This electroforming process differs from electroplat-
ing in that the resulting “skin” is much thicker. The skin is about 
a dozen times the thickness of heavy-weight aluminum foil. This 
process involved a lot of time and skill as these objects spent 
several days in the electroforming bath. The resultant creations 
are essentially a plaster sculpture encapsulated in bronze. 
 
This manufacturer formed in the late 1890s as National Metalizing 
Company, operating under the trade name Armor Bronze. Its retail 
stores were located in New York City, while their factory operated 
in New Jersey until the mid 1930s. In 1934 the factory moved 
to Taunton, Massachusetts, and, in 1946, the company name was 
changed to Armor Bronze & Silver Company. By 1950, they had 
phased out all electroformed bronzes from their productions.
 
Their catalogue was extensive. Many figural designs exist and are 
highly sought after. Such designs include animals, men, women, 
couples, and children, as wells as Egyptians, Native Americans, 
pirates, mythological characters, presidents, and literary greats. 
The label and collection history helps to date this particular 
creation, the Ride’em Cowboy ashtray, to the early 1940s. Highly 

collectable and in good surface and patina, there would be a 

ready retail market for it priced at $250.

To Clean or Not to Clean
Sometimes a little dirt adds character. A look 

that took one hundred years to form can be 

lost in a moment with a solvent or Brillo pad. 

I will always remember the house-proud soul 

that presented me with a copper Arts & Crafts 

period lamp for evaluation. It was shining like 

a new penny! She stated, “I spent two hours 

scrubbing it because it was so dark.” my heart 

sank with that statement. A stunning, histori-

cally correct work of art was reduced to décor. 

Patina is the natural oxidation of metal over a 

long period of time. this thin layer of oxidation 

is valued! At that time, her scrubbing that Dirk 

van Erp lamp cost her at least $9000. 
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1904 $20 Liberty Head Gold Double Eagle 
Designed by James B. longacre, 90% gold/10% copper, diameter 34 mm. 

The term “double eagle” is derived from the fact that the $10 coin was referred to 
as an “eagle.” From 1838 to 1933, the U.S. Mint issued twenty-dollar gold coins, 
which served as circulating coins of the day. These large, nearly one ounce gold 
coins were used as “workhorse” coins to exchange gold internationally as well as 
in the U.S. banking system.

In 1933, the U.S. government recalled all outstanding gold coins to the U.S. Mint 
to be melted down. Legislation put an end to all circulation and private possession 
of U.S. gold, although an exemption was granted for “gold coins having a recog-
nized value to collectors of rare and unusual coins.” Only coins that were being 
held privately or outside the United States survived that great gold meltdown.  

tHIngS to ConSIDEr WHEn SEllIng off PrECIouS mEtAlS
As gold prices continue to reach record levels, consum-
ers prompted to unload their gold jewelry and precious 
metals should do so with caution: selling your gold, 
platinum, and silver is a total caveat venditor situation.
  
the price of gold in early may closed at $1,243.10 an 
ounce, the loftiest price since brokers began trad-
ing in 1974. that soaring figure coupled with current 
economic pressures has left people looking to their 
material assets for cash and has spawned new types 
of gold trading posts, including mail-order companies 
and home parties.
  
In the ’70s, as the Hunt brothers attempted to corner 
the silver market, I was witness to the destruction. I saw 
silver brokers stomp beautifully crafted silver candela-
bras to create space in the storage bins. While not an 
active participant in the world of art and antiques at 
that time, I “rescued” a few of those items that were 
heading for the smelter, each for the price of slightly 
over melt price, which at that time was around $1.80 
per ounce.
  

lInDA DYEr serves as an appraiser, broker, and consultant in the field of antiques and fine art. She has appeared on the 
PBS production Antiques Roadshow since season one, which aired in 1997, as an appraiser of tribal Arts.  If you would 
like linda to appraise one of your antiques, please send a clear, detailed image to antiques@nashvillearts.com. or send 
photographs to Antiques, nashville Arts magazine, 644 West Iris Dr.,  nashville, tn 37204.

one of the pieces, a 1930s William Spratling bracelet, is worth 
about $4000 on today›s market. the other, a 1900s Edwardian  
Arts & Crafts silver trinket box, today is worth about $1200. I illus-
trate these pieces not for their dollar value but as an example of 
an unfortunate side effect of these melts, the disappearance of 
the availability of antique jewelry and objets d’art.

Antique or period objects can be worth many times the value of 
the scrap metal that they contain. In the case of gold, it is impor-
tant to consider that the price of gold is based on pure (24 karat) 
gold. most jewelry is 14 karat, or less than sixty percent pure gold.
  
the businesses engaged in purchasing gold, silver, and platinum 
have to make a profit, so they serve themselves in two ways: one 
is to purchase precious metals that are sent to a refiner, and the 
second is to acquire high-grade jewelry that could be sold to 
estate jewelry dealers.
  
It is my opinion that anyone with jewelry, silver, or gemstones for 
sale should obtain an independent evaluation from a source not 
involved in the purchase. If your pieces are fashionable and of 
good design, it would be wise to get two prices, one for scrap, the 
other for auction. 

“TOP DOLLAR GUARANTEED GOLD, SILVER, PLATINUM”

EUROPEAN LINEN 
TRUNK SHOW

Going on now!Going on now!
20% off

EUROPEAN LINEN 
TRUNK SHOW

Going on now!
20% off

fine linens • down • bath

Direct from Italy, 
embroidered

percale sheet sets 
at 30% off

 Affordable. 
Choices. 
Quality.

fine linens • down • bath

Direct from Italy, 
embroidered

percale sheet sets 
at 30% off

 Affordable. 
Choices. 
Quality.

EuroLinenCardCard-10.indd   1
5/24/10   2:59:11 PM

33124 Bella Linea.indd   1
5/25/10   9:49 AM

Gallery at Green Hills
2210 Crestmoor Rd. • Nashville

Monday - Saturday 10-6
352-4041 • bellalinea.com
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Bill Brown, who grew up in Dyersburg, tennessee, is the author of four collections 
of poetry and three chapbooks and is co-author of Important Words, a writing 
textbook on which he collaborated with malcolm glass. During the past twenty 
years, Brown has published hundreds of poems and articles in college journals, 
magazines, and anthologies. He currently teaches part-time at Peabody College 
of vanderbilt university. He and his wife, Suzanne, live in the hills of robertson 
County with a tribe of cats.
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Poetry

What the Wind Says
by Bill Brown

Nothing much in early June
before heat excites thermals 
that shake the forest crown.
Wind won’t apologize—
disturbing is its business.
It speaks by curling 
the edges of the porch,
shearing the window
with its palms, fingering
pine needles, caressing
the surface of water
until drops leap up
into spray.

The wind loves smoke
and dust and vapor—
anything that shapes
and tosses, so free 
to follow its course.
Like children’s dreams, 
before they’re taught
what isn’t possible,
the wind is essential
and dangerous. What 
brings the healing rains
and soars the eagles
erodes stone, fuels fires 
and flattens houses.

Who, who am I
wind asks the hollow rock—
the sleet that belts
the roof answers
and the limb that scratches
the midnight window,
and the morning breeze
that shutters light through maples
and the dreams of children
who too soon forget its song.

“ How I write has changed over the years; 
now I invite an idea, image, or memory to 

haunt me into existence. Often I find an 

emptiness that I need to fill with words.” 

 

   

In a world of 
insurance red tape, 

consider us 
your scissors.

Homeowner

Automobile

Life & Health

Equine  

Farm

Business

Valuable articles

Liability/Umbrella

40 Burton Hills Boulevard, Suite 170, Nashville, TN 37215  615 .383 .9061

WA D E - EG B E R T.CO M

Celebrating 99 years with our family’s fourth generation,
is a proud co-sponsor of “Chihuly at Cheekwood.”

The Dermess Staff

218 20th Avenue North
Nashville, TN

615-329-3900
Schedule your appointment online at www.dermessrenewal.com

The Dermess Staff

Coming Soon 

Our Second Location 
In Leipers Fork!
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Moises
When and where are you most happy? 

At home, when I’m being creative.
 
What characteristic do you most like about yourself?  
I’m outgoing, and I see talent in others.
 
And what do you like least?  
Procrastination.
 

What was the last book you read?  
Bicycle Diaries by David Byrne. 
 
Who would you most like to meet?  
Whoever I’m talking to at the moment. 

What are you going to be when you grow up?  
A bigger kid. 
 
Who has most inspired you?  
My grandmama. 
 
Who is your favorite artist?    
My wife, Debra. 
 
What are you most proud of?   
Taking care of those I love. 
 
Why nashville?  
Why not? 
 
What do you like most about this city?  
The people. 
 
What do you like least?  
No sidewalks. 
 
How has nashville changed fashion-wise since you’ve been 

coming here? 

Much more cosmopolitan. 
 
Who do you think is the epitome of style? 
Style is your unique expression of self; everyone has style. 
 
Are you happy with where you’re heading?  
Yes! 
 
What’s your motto, your mantra? 
Freedom! 
 
What’s it like being you these days?   
Happening, baby, happening! 
 
What talent would you most like to have?  
To heal. 
 
What is your most treasured possession?  
My scissors. 
 
You have five minutes left to live; what are you going to do?  
Eat strawberry shortcake (I’m celiac).

Anything Goes

4004 Hillsboro Pike | Suite 180R | Nashville, TN 37215
615.460.9655 www.werthantile.com

Make your home
a showroom.

moises has enjoyed a long career in and out of the design and 
fashion industry limelight. Based in new York City, he currently 
devotes the majority of his time to designing and styling hair. 
An in-demand stylist far beyond the city limits of new York City, 
moises travels every five to six weeks to nashville to style and 
design hair for his clients here. 

moises considers himself American in the broadest sense, having 
been raised in guatemala. After he moved to the united States 
and met his wife, Debra moises, they began their own dress and 
design label that took new York by storm in the early ’90s. moises 
talks about the love he has for his wife just as much as he talks 
about the other love of his life, creating beautiful, hand-made 
works of art.
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groovy place to be for the 21-36-year-olds. 
Guys in their flip-flops and shorts were 
comfortable, to say the least. To sum up 
the infield, the guys looked as good as they 
were feeling! Oh, and the infield hats—
there were top hats, furry buffalo gear 
with horns, army helmets, French berets, 
straw hats, baseball caps, football helmets 
. . . got the picture? Many of the younger 
gentlemen did have that GQ look in linen 
suits, madras shorts with oxford-cloth 
shirts, and bright ties and bow ties and . . 
. flip-flops! One guy had on bowling shoes, 
and when I asked him about the shoes he 
said he was bowling one night and was 
overcharged so he left with the shoes. (I 
think he may have been a bit over served.)
 
So to sum up the 69th Steeplechase I tell 
you, Nashville men know how to dress! Did 
I forget the horses? Yes, they were there and looked great also.

What a delight it was to be invited by Gail and Steven Greil 
to the premiere showing of son David K. Wilson’s thesis film 
Earthship. David recently completed his master’s in film from 
the University of Southern California. The gathering took place 
at Sarratt Cinema at Vanderbilt. David’s film was based on the 
year 2049 as the world was ending. Knowing David his entire 
life, which is only thirty years, I was most impressed. Others 
in agreement with me were David’s dad, Bill, and wife, Sissy. 
Congrats David. Nashville is most proud of you and cannot wait 
till your next project! 

could answer his grandfather stepped in. OK, it’s hard to ask a 
guy “whose coat are you wearing” as I do the ladies, but Gaines’ 
granddad, Wilson Simmons of New York and Memphis, spoke 
up saying he had given Gaines the coat that morning. Wilson’s 
silk jacket, very much in style today, was purchased in New York 
thirty-five years ago. So I told Gaines he should be proud to be in 
granddad’s coat and looked quite dapper. (Needless to say, he was 
not as amused as the grandfather and myself.) Kem Hinton was 
sporting a straw hat that belonged to his dad, T. Earl Hinton, and 
was bought back in the ’50s and worn to many a Steeplechase.

 
Best Gentlemen’s Hat went 
to Mark Freeland for his 
“woody,” a solid walnut 
cowboy hat (that must 
have been heavy). Pat 
Ryan of Franklin was seen 
in a loud Lilly sport coat 
with white linen knickers 
and white bucks—quite 
the fashion model with 

those red glasses and match-
ing pocket square. The British 
Men’s Cricket team was there, 
sipping Pimm’s and dressed 
in their traditional oxford 
cloth. Will Tucker, Bob Weigel, 
Houston Howell, Rob McCabe, 
Josh Smith, Kem Hinton, Chuck 
Welsh, Hunt Oliver, and Bo 
Hendry looked fantastic in their 
Clayton Collections Creations. 
 
Now out of the party tents and 
box seat area and down to the 
famous infield. If you do not 
know about the infield, it is the 

with Ted Clayton

Just when you think the 
unbelievable Laura Heatherly of 

the T. J. Martell Foundation could not 
pull another rabbit out of her hat, she 
does. The “Best Cellars” dinner was 
held at the hot Hutton Hotel. It was 
the eleventh annual dinner, and what 
a dinner it was. The evening’s menu 

was prepared by honored guest Josiah Citrin, 
chef/owner of Mélisse restaurant in Santa 
Monica. First course, second course, entrée, 
and dessert were stupendous, and there were 
a few different wines to accompany each 
course. Co-chairs Tom Black, Joe Galante, 
and Billy Ray Hearn (yes, Nancy was there) 
greeted Nashville celebrities Mike Diamond, 
Jewel, Big Kenny, Frances Preston, Martina 
McBride, Blake Shelton, and Phil Vassar. Love 
these Martell events, always great food, wine, 
and people—now that’s a winning combina-
tion in my book! By the way, Laura, who is a 
size 0, is Nashville’s Barbie Doll! Oh, I almost 
forgot the hors d’oeuvres—abalone and eel 
skewers, sea urchin (of course, that’s what 
I serve to begin an evening). Only The T .J. 
Martell Foundation!

 
Speaking of super music stars, Big Kenny and lovely wife, Christiev Alphin, hosted a 
smashing cocktail supper for the patrons of the Symphony Spring Fashion Show. You 
should see this home. Big Kenny has his own authentic English pub (we are neighbors, 
so I do hope they will have me over for fish and chips, mate). OK, the fashion show 
with creations by Isaac Mizrahi—he is a hoot, running and dancing all around the 
Schermerhorn Center in flip-flops. Yes, he even wore them on the runway. Mizrahi’s 
design is sleek, sophisticated, super feminine, and sexy. Those women fitting that 
description and in the latest of the collections were Jana Watson and Janet Bentz 
(next year’s chairmen), Dallas Wilt, Sandra Lipman, Sharon Wyman, and this year’s 
event chairmen Pam Kurio-Poe and Troy Solarek.
 
Mizrahi uses hot colors for his fall collection—orange, ruby, hot pink, gold, lots of 
colored sequins, tooling, and organdy. My favorites of his dresses were worn by Jana 
Watson, in a black strapless with a flower the size of her on the front, and Dallas Wilt, 
in a shocking hot pink number.
 
A Nashville tradition, the 69th running of the Iroquois Steeplechase was held 
a few weeks back. I am going to take a different approach in my review of this 
year’s Steeplechase parties and fashion. I am presenting you with coverage of the 
Steeplechase men and their race attire—Flip-Flops to Top Hats! Being a haberdasher 
of fine gentlemen’s clothing, I really got a kick out of the diversification of the men’s 
fashion on that beautiful, cloudless Saturday afternoon in Percy Warner Park. Let’s 
start out with Ted’s best-dressed list—ready, men—Richard Patton, Owen Joyner, 

Johnny Reed, Tim Thomas, Ed 
Nash, Donald McKenzie, John 
Reed, Pat and Julian Maxwell, 
Ralph Drury, Bill Burch, 
Phillip Benneyworth, Tim 
Kennedy, Dr. Sabin Ewing, 
Nelson Byrd, Justis Howell, 
Dr. Brian O’Shaughnessy, 
brothers Jeb and Matt 
Beasley, and Rob McCluskey 
in hot pink.
 
Early in the day I spotted a 
young gentleman, Gaines 
Garrett, in a silk plaid sport 
coat and striped shirt, looking 
quite in fashion. I asked him 
about his attire, and before he 

Janet Bentz and Jana Watson

Claire Armistead and Isaac mizrahi

Justis Howell

Dr. Keith Churchwell

Pat ryan

ralph Drury, mike leech, Bill Burch

On The Town
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Puzzler

Music Furniture
172 2nd Ave N, Suite 100

Nashville TN 37201
(615) 562 1148

www.musicfurnitureonline.com

FUNKY FURNITURE 
AND HOME DECOR

Music Furniture
172 2nd Ave N, Suite 100

Nashville TN 37201

Cool Springs Carothers Parkway at International Drive • Cummins Station  209 Tenth Ave. South: Suite 250
West End  2930 West End Ave. • Green Hills 3823 Cleghorn Ave.

Call 615.252.BANK (615.252.2265) today.

t h e d i f f e r e n c e i s r e a l . c o m

EQUAL HOUSING LENDER MEMBER FDIC         ©2010 AVENUE BANK

is simple.
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Artrivia
by Dave Turner

While the history of crayons is some-
what unclear, we do know that the word 

crayon dates back to 1644, formed from the French 
word for chalk (craie) and the Latin word for earth 
(creta). Using wax and pigment to produce art traces 
back to the Egyptians and a process called encaustic 
painting. In 1903 Binney & Smith introduced the 
world to Crayola crayons, offering a box featuring 
eight colors. The formula used today to manufac-
ture their crayons is essentially the same as it was in 
1903. Crayola produces approximately three billion 
crayons annually in 120 different colors. 

Herb Williams’ 

The Man In Black, 

Johnny Cash, 2006, 

was created from 

150,000 Crayola 

crayons. 
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Bill Killebrew

Paintings from the last 10 years. 

Bill Killebrew
Paintings from the last 10 years

Track 13 Gallery
Cummins Station

209 10th Avenue South 
Nashville, TN 37203

Opening June 18th   
7:00 - 9:00pm

212 White Bridge Road • Nashville, TN  37209 • 615-356-9290 • www.BellaCarte.net

the gift shop at the car wash!

SILVER BIRCHES II 
30” x 24”, Oil on Linen

Introducing the Works of H.M. Saffer

2126 Abbott Martin Road
The Mall at Green Hills
(next to Louis Vuitton)

4304 Charlotte Ave
Nashville,TN 37209

lequiregallery.com
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When we met richard Painter, we were fascinated 

with his unique style, and I quietly asked if he 
would consider a commission featuring a horse 
as a surprise gift for my wife, Marilyn. What we 
received was astonishing. We were absolutely 
dumbfounded by the intensity of the image, the 
technique, and the combination of materials.  
 
Richard’s stunning piece is perhaps our favor-
ite—although we are equally fond of all our 
other pieces—simply because it was such an 
awesome surprise and convinced us that our 
artwork strategy might make for a fun, lifetime 
“spousal-unity” endeavor . . . and it has! 

Richard Painter’s 
Lente Currite Noctis Equi
(Run Swiftly, Horses of the Night)
by Kem Hinton, FAIA, Principal, Tuck-Hinton Architects

After moving every six months for the first five years of life to follow his father, who 
worked as a cross-country pipeliner, by 1960 the young artist richard Painter settled 
with his family on a farm in Bethpage, tennessee. He began his life as an artist in 
his mid twenties. His academic standing and portfolio helped him receive two full 
scholarships and tuition waivers to Austin Peay State university’s Center of Excellence 
in fine Arts in Clarksville, tennessee, where he received his bachelor’s degree in fine 
arts and graduated magna cum laude.

Painter’s early years were devoted to building a respectable body of work and 
getting it shown. With luck and perseverance, he continued to work throughout the 
decade of the ‘90s, being accepted into various competitions and gaining gallery 
representation throughout the united States. During the mid to late ‘90s, Painter 
traveled throughout Europe and Israel to expand his knowledge of art.

the charred wood panel works began in 1995. these charred pieces grew out of a 
series which involved the use of raw charcoal on shipping crates. the works were very 
expressionistic and combined the marks and stenciling on the crate with the artist’s 
renderings of various classical works by such artists as da vinci and michelangelo. 
over the years, Painter has held several one-man shows in nashville as well as across 
the Southeast and as far as Jackson Hole, Wyoming. Painter is currently represented 
by the Diehl gallery in Jackson Hole.

My Favorite Painting

4 5 3 5  H a r d i n g  R o a d  n S u i t e  1 1 0  n N a s h v i l l e ,  Te n n e s s e e  3 7 2 0 5  n ( 6 1 5 )  2 9 7 - 8 7 4 4

www.homesinnashville.com

2341 N Berrys Chapel Road

$2,775,000
Ellen Christianson 300-7190

210 Craighead Avenue

$887,000
Ellen Christianson 300-7190

6134 Fire Tower Road

$519,000
Dana Battaglia 504-9792

701 Millstone Lane

$1,595,000
Betsy Moran 485-4475

1136 Travelers Ridge Drive

$880,000
Doug Lesky 243-1064

5594 Parker Branch Road

$399,000
Tim King 482-5953

503 Park Hill Drive

$1,495,000
Mimi DeCamp 351-1681

4369 Chickering Lane

$807,000
Ellen Christianson 300-7190

4200 West End Avenue, #410

$350,000
Tim King 482-5953

3821 West End Avenue, Suite 201

$1,149,000
Ellen Christianson 300-7190

3513 Richland Avenue

$525,000
Tim King 482-5953

7252 Highway 70 S, Unit 605

$189,900
Debra McDowell 812-2376

a

4535 Harding Road     Suite 110     Nashville, Tennessee 37205     (615) 297-8744

www.homes in nashville.com
4535 Harding Road     Suite 110     Nashville, Tennessee 37205     (615) 297-8744

www.homes in nashville.com

Think
Community

116 Belle Meade Blvd

$1,950,000
Rick French 604-2323

5840 Hillsboro Road

$5,900,000
Rick French  604-2323

21 Northumberland 

$5,300,000
Rick French  604-2323

39 Bancroft

$6,890,000
Rick French  604-2323

1301 Moran Road

$38,000,000
Rick French 604-2323

Dana Battaglia 504-9792

413 West Hillwood

$4,500,000
Rick French 604-2323

1229 Nichol Lane

$2,200,000
Ellen Christianson 300-7190

914 Overton Lea

$2,989,000
Rick French 604-2323

301 Bowling Avenue

$1,595,000
Rick French 604-2323

4004 Vailwood Drive

$1,695,000
Rick French  604-2323

110 Belle Meade Blvd. 

$1,495,000
Rick French  604-2323

850 Tyne

$1,495,000
Rick French 604-2323

2509 Shadow Cove 

$998,000
Debra McDowell  812-2376

Rick French  604-2323

4249 Jamesborough Place

$687,000
Cathie Renken 500-8740

503 Park Hill Drive

$1,495,000
Mimi DeCamp 351-1681

4369 Chickering Lane

$807,000
Ellen Christianson 300-7190

21 Lynwood Lane

$1,795,000
Rick French 604-2323

3429 Benham Avenue

$769,000
Kathy Pennington 260-3840

701 Millstone Lane

$1,595,000
Betsy Moran 485-4475

219 Bowling Avenue

$1,495,000
Rick French 604-2323

4409 Tyne Boulevard 

$1,195,000
Amy Jackson Smith 300-1025

2109 Timberwood Place

$1,299,000
Rick French  604-2323
Tricia Ericson 406-3411

3821 West End Avenue #201

$1,149,000
Ellen Christianson 300-7190

206 Leonard Avenue

$949,000
Rick French  604-2323

3714 West End Avenue 

$899,000
Rick French  604-2323

2600 Tyne

$969,000
Rick French  604-2323

2341 N Berrys Chapel Rd

$2,775,000
Ellen Christianson 300-7190

34 Lynwood Lane

$1,999,500
Rick French 604-2323

3500 Hilldale Drive

$1,345,000
Amy Smith 300-1025

137 Brookfield Drive 

$1,250,000
Shauna Brooks 347-2550
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Sportswear for every occasion.

Turtleson Skid-resistant, Arch Support Flip Flops

Freshen up your classics with new summer patterns.

Classic Menswear for Dad

Unique, colorful prints to celebrate his personality.

Smathers and Branson Needlepoint Belts

AXE THE TAX FOR FATHER’S DAY
NO SALES TAX ON YOUR ENTIRE PURCHASE
FRIDAY & SATURDAY, JUNE 18 & 19
Sportswear, Clothing & Accoutrements for Dad’s Lifestyle

Toast Dad with 
Big Tom’s World 
Famous Bloody 
Mary Mix

3830 Bedford Avenue
Nashville, TN 37215

615-383-4442
theoxfordshop.com 
Look for us on Facebook 
and become a fan.


